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Editorial

It is clear thai the battle lines are

being drawn. On the one side stand the
governments at the State and Central
level backed by the money-bags,
particularly theimperiali.sts. landed elites
and compradors; on the other side stand
the oppressed masses of the country,
with the Communist Party of India
(Maoist) in the lead. On the one side
the people are rising up in revolt or in
defence of their basic rights, on the
other hand the governments are
unleashing brutal repression to crush
their movements. On the one hand the

masses are taking to revolt and
revolution to builda just and equitable
order; on the other the rulers are

resorting to policies of genocide and
liquidation of all dissent to protect the
interests of the bloodsuckers and

leeches of this system. With the lines
being sharply drawn there is little space
left for liberal maneuvering. People are
being forced to choose between fascist
terror on the one side and mass revolt

on the other.

The neo-liberal policies ofeconomic
reforms is the real 'terrorist', killing
thousands each year though
malnutrition, hunger starvation, disease
and debt. It is a monster being
vigorously pursued by all the
governments at State and Centre no
matter which party is in power. The
thousands of children dying each year
from malnutrition in the tribal bolts of

Mclghat (Maharashtra) do not know
what really killed them. The farmers of
AP, Punjab and elsewhere that are
committing suicide in droves do not know

their real murderer — pesticide? debt?
Or the polices of neo-liberal economic
reforms?

70% of the population or 75 crore
people live off agriculture; yet
government investment in agriculture
has dropped from 16.4% of Plan
expenditure in 1979/80 to a mere 4.9%
in the Ninth Plan (1997-2002). Bank

credit to the poor has dried up, and
provides a mere 12%ofthe short-teno
credit on crop loans. The rest has to
be got from the rapacious
moneylender. While agricultural
incomes are rising by only 1.5% (for
most it is in factdropping) consumption
expenditure isgoing up by 4% - prices
ofagricultural commodities are falling
by the day; while the price of inputs,
health service, electricity and water
charges, transport, education, etc are
skyrocketing. Notonly arc the poor and
marginal farmers being driven to their
death, policies of neo-liberal reforms
are killing even middle and rich farmers
— only the mode oftheir death varies.
Thepoordieof malnutrition, hungerand
disease; the middle are being driven to
suicide by debt and the fear of the
moneylender/saukar and even the
banks. Said Girish from Guddehalli

village of Karnataka, whose family
owns 50 acres, ''^fanners have loans
on everything, the ox. the bullock,
the implements and also on their own
sweat"".

But these Ayolhullahas ofeconomic
reformsdestroy notonly the peasanti7,
but lakhs and lakhs of workers and
employees are being thrownout oftheir
jobs to satiate the appetite for huge
profits ofbig capital. Those who remain
in their job have to work like slaves
with reducing salaries and wages.
Small industries are being crushed by
the hundreds each day and big and
medium industry swallowed up by
foreign capital.

It is in this scenario that more and

more people are taking to the path of
struggle while the government is
resorting to even more brutal
repre.ssion.

The recent upsurge of Rajasthan
farmers for water was once again
fired on, killing yet another five and
injuringmany. Hundredswer^airested.
The peasants of Punjab in their recent
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fight against debt and other demands
saw over 1,000 arrested. Three lakh tea
plantation workers ofWest Bengal who
have been on strike for now five days
overattempts of themanagement tocut
wages and have now given abandh call
of four districts have to face not only
the wrath of the management but also
the duplicity of the CPM government.
In AP the striking junior resident
doctors who have been fighting the
polices of privatization of health
services have faced lathis, mass arrests
of over 500 from all over the stale
(including the president of the
APJUDA) and the imposition of the
draconian ESMA. Also in AP the State
Tran.sport employees have been on
strike* The lawyers ofTamilnadu have
been boycotting the courts and those in
the rest of the counti^ have been on
agitation against the government s
amendments to'the Code of Criminal
Procedure (CrPC) which de facto turns
the legal system into a police system
(all POT.A-type clauses & more will
now be a part of the very legal
system itselO- The Code of Criminal
Procedure (Amendment) Act was
given the Presidential assent on June
23.Though now forced to put thisAct
inabeyance due to theagitation of the
lawyers, theAct isnow law. Inthevery-
capital of the country the New Delhi
based Malyalam magazine "Fret?
Pre.s.s" has been fprced to close down
due to police harassment for writing
against state-sponsored terrorism and
Reliance's underhand methods. Even
an innocuous book entitled the
'''"Polyester Prince" by the Australian
journalist,Hamish McDonald, hasnow
been banned for 10 years as it exposes
the dubious affairs of Reliance
Industries and their politician friends.
Beside.s all this, atrocities on dalits
continue with impunity,with the Slate
turning a blindeye. Women continue to
be treated as second class citizens



facingall kindsoftheworstabuses.The
Hindutva agenda,whilefor thepresent
has been put on the back-burner, the
so-called attack at Ayodhya will make
sure that it is to be kept alive — and
used as a pretext for the introduction
of even more draconian measures.

While the masses have been rising
up against oppression, their vanguard
party, the CPI{Maoists) and their
guerrilla army saw a series ofdramatic
actions over the past two months.
According to press reports, in North
Bihar, over500guerrillas andpeasants
stormed the town of Madhuban (50
kms from the Nepal border) attacking
all the symbols of the oppressive
system, in a sychronised attack the
police station, banks, district offices and
the MP's house was attacked. Weapons
and money were confiscated and some
police personnel killed. In Chhatisgarh
there have been a series of attacks on

the CRPF killing a number ofthem. In
Maharashtra in a landmine blast in

Gondia seven CRPF police were killed
and in Gadchiroli in another two attacks

on the CRPF a number were killed. In

all cases a number of weapons were
confiscated. In the Bankura area of

West Bengal CPM leaders (doubling up
as police agents) were killed and so also
in the Sambalpur area of Orissa five
agents ofthe landlords and police were
eliminated. These are only some ofthe

Continued from 13page

faced mon.ster. Bush, said last month that
"Vf? cannot allow rogue states to under
mine the NPT's fundamental role in
strengthening international security".

While the US continues its stockpile
of the most deadly weapons of mass
destruction it makes a big noise of oth
ers having the weapons that arc far infe
rior to it and not even 1% of that pos
sessed by the US. No country should
give into the bullying and pressure tac
tics of the US and strongly struggle for
its independence ofthe US in all spheres,
particularly the military. Just one day
before the Conference North Korea

actions reported in the press, many
more would have occurred which are

consciously not covered or only appear
in the local news as has been happening
in Andhra Pradesh and Jharkhand.

So, it is clear that the masses and
the revolutionaries are on the rise, inspite
of the growing attacks on them. The
attacks on the Maoists have been

continuing with extreme intensity. The
crackdown on Maoists in West Bengal
by the CPM government continues
unabated. Besides the earlier round of

arrests of the PBM, Com. Shome and
State Secretary, Com Tapas, there has
been a further round of arrests in

Calcutta including a State Committee
member, com. Babu. These too have
been framed in false cases in the

Midnapur area. In AP five members
ofthe CPI(ML)janashakti, including a
CC member, com. Riaz (had been
involved in the talks with the

government), were arrested and then
killed in a fake encounter. In Karnataka

two more comrades were martyred by
the fascist STF police, once used against
Veerapan. In Bihar eight comrades
were martyred while retreating in the
heroic Madhuban raid, includinga senior
SAC (equivalent of state committee)
member. And on July 12"'the fascistic
government of Jayalalitha invoked an
outdated Criminal Law (Amendment)
Act of 1908 to ban the CPI(Maoist) in

tested a new short-range missile. Iran
has threatened that it programme to en
rich uranium will go ahead even if it is
unable to come to an agreement with the
European countries. Bothcountries have
a right to their own defence specifically
in the lightofthe fact that they have been
catcgonsed as 'rogue' states by the US
and are facing direct threats of aggres
sion.

There are a number of peace activ
ists that focus only on the question of
non-proliferation, rather than focusing
their attention on the existing nuclear
states that ace, in fact, the major danger
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the State. At the all-India level hardly
a day passes without new .steps being
taken against the Maoists.

It makes little difference which
parly is inpower at theState level or at
theCentre, theyall Have a similarpolicy
towards the Maoists. At the Centre the
HomeMinistry on June 18"' hasset up
two joint task forces (JTFs) to
undertake cross-border special
operations against theMaoi.sts. Thefirst
JTF will comprise police of AP,
Chhathisgarh, Maharashtra, Orissa,
Jharkhand, and MP; while the .second
JTF will comprise the Slates of
Jharkhand, Orissa, Bihar, UP and West

Bengal. The bulk of these forces will
be from the CRPF. All these steps are
being taken in consultation with and
advice from the imperialist intelligence
agencies, particularly that of the US
and Israel.

So, it appears that the battle lines
are drawn. All must seriously think
which side they are on. Mere empathy
with the poor is of little value unless it
is transformed into some form of
action. Thisisonlypossible ifwcassert
our voice against all formsof injustice,
oppression andexploitation, or at least
give support tothose fighting these evils
on the battlefield. Silence, forwhatever
reason, means consent; and helps the
forces of state-terror onthe people and
their genuine leaders. ^

to world peace. Particularly the US im
perialists are a grave threat to humanity
as they nowopenlydeclarethey will use
nuclear weaj^ons if need be. While we
stand for the total destruction of all nu
clear weapons, the first step in that di
rection must be towards di.sarmament by
the nuclear powers. While they build up
their arsenal we must defend the right
ofall countries toequip themselves with
all weaponry necessary to fight back an
imperialist attack. Finally, of cour.se, it
is not nuclear weapons butpeople's war
alone that can beat back the imperialist
wars.



Scrap India-US Military Agreement
Pull The Country Out of US Clutches

Arviml

In the very llrst trip ofthe country's
Defence Minister to the US a ten-year
Agreement v\ as signed to mortgage the
country's defence to the US
imperialists. On June 2S"' 05 Pranab
Mukherjee and his US counterpart,
Donald Rumsfeld signed the "New
Framework for the US-India
Defence relationship for the next ten
years". These defence ties are to be
part of the growing strategic ties
between the two countries, wherein

India is getting entrapped deeper and
deeper into the geo-political cobweb of
US imperial designs.

This new ""Framework" entails:

conducting joint exercises and
exchanges; collaborating in
multinational operations; strengthening
the militaries' capabilities to defeat
terrorism; enhancing the capabilities to
combat proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction; increasing defence
sales to India; and expanding
collaboration in missile defence. During
his visit Pranab Mukherjee met senior
Bush officials, including the vice-
president and secretaries of Defence,
State and Commerce, the National

Security Advi.sor, the chairman of the
Joint Chief of Staff and leading
members of the Congress. He also
visited the Joint Forces Command and

the Northern Command. The

Agreement has been signed on the eve
of the very first meeting between the
heads of the two countries, paving the
way for even greater capitulation!!

The Agreement was followed by the
setting up of a Defence Procurement
Production Group to oversee defence
trade and look into the possibilities of
technology collaboration. These
agreements take a quantum leap
forward the defence relations with the

US compared to the earlier agreement
signed a decade back. The earlier set
up Defence Policy Group will

continue to serve as the primary
mechanism to guide the bilateral
strategic defence relationship. The
speed at which these agreements were
signed makes it clear that the
groundwork had already been done
.secretly.

This push towards the US
imperialists is taking place with a
government backed by the so-ealled left
CPI/CPM. The extent of the

capitulation by the present UPA
government is in no way different from
that of the earlier NDA government,
notwithstanding the mock opposition of
the revisionists in power. NDA rule
witnessed a huge leap in the number of
port calls by US warships and joint
exercises at sea, in the air and even on

the land.

Serious Implications
The serious implications of this

agreement will mean: (i) there will be
more involvement ofthe US, indirectly
and even directly, in the suppression of
the peoples' movements within the
country and in South Asia, particularly
those led by the Maoists; (ii) Indian
.soldiers will be used as cannon fodder

to further US geo-political interests
worldwide and particularly in Asia; (iii)
the strategic implications of the
agreement will mean even greater
servility before the US demon,
implementing their orders with
horrifying affects on the lives of the
people of the country.

The US and Indian armed forces

have already been involved in a .series
of joint counter-insurgency training
campaigns within the country,
particularly in the North East. The
aggressive policies of the present
government against the Maoists have
the llill backing ofthe US administration.
In fact it was the US that had first

goaded the rulers to take a tough stand
in thawake of the unity of the Maoist.s,
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threatening that itwould affect foreign
investments in the country.

Besides internal interference in
police activities by the US, it is clear
from the Framework that the servile
Indian defence minister has agreed to
use Indian soldiersas canpon fodderto
serve US interests worldwide. With the
US having already faced about 2,000
ca.sualties in Iraq (official figure) and
thousands more seriously injured, the
US is desperate to find people from the
backward countries to be in the fii ing
line for their new wars. Both the NDA
and UPA government tried their utmost
to send Indian troops to Iraq, but weie
stalled from doing so due to hostility
from the masses. But now, in future the
Framework will be utilised to do so.
Already India has one of the largest
numbers of 'peacekeeping' forces
abroad. The Framework talks of
""taking the strategic cooperation
between the two countries to a
qualitatively different plane in the
spheres of inultilateral operations,
disaster response, 'peace '-building,
and spreading 'democracy
worldwide". In other words now the
US plans outsourcing of some ol its
political and military tasks. The
Defence Agreement envisages the
deployment of Indian troops in
unidentified US-led ""multilateral
operatioits" around the world
regardless of whether these are
authorized by the UN or not. In fact in
the Framework the section that deals
with the ""commitment to assist in
building a worldwide capacity to
conduct successful peacekeeping
operations" there is not even a
mention of the UN. Not even in
passing. So, the Framework., in effect,
recognises US hegemony worldwide
and offers to a.ssist the process.

When read alongside of the aim of
""enhancing the capabilities to
combat proliferation of weapons of



mass desirucfion'\ the agreement to
collaborate in multilateral operations,
amounts to an indirect signing up ofthe
notorious US Proliferation Security
Initiative (PSI). The PSI is a US-led
multinational initiative involving the
attack onthird country shipsonthehigh
seas. Among the major countries in
Asia opposed to the PSI are China,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Iran. But the
excessively ser\dle Indiangovernment
has do facto signed on the dotted line.
Anyhow, even before this agreement
the Indian Navy has been assisting the
US naval forces in policing thestrategic
Straits of Malacca.

The Framework also stated that
India and the US will expand
collaboration inJhe field relating to
missile defence. This is not surprising
as, under NDA rule in 2001, India was
the first country to support the US's
plans for a Ballistic Mi.ssile Defence,
even before the NATO countries did.

The third important aspect of the
Framework is the plan to shift
purcha.se of military equipment on a
huge scale to the US. Already the US
has offered India 120 F-16 fighter
planes (the same offered to Pakistan).
This will not only give a boost to the
crisis-ridden UScompanies likeBoeing,
but will further tie India to US

dependence on military hardware. The
US stooge, Mukherjee. went so far as
to state that ''India could be an

excellent base for the US defence
industry in a number of areas'\ He
added that "wc need to. in a

purposeful and progressive manner,
remove impediments coming in the
wav of our natural alliance to join
hands to make this world a more

secure, peaceful and prosperous
place"'. A bilateral Defence
Procurement and Production Group
has been set up to oversee trade and
prospects for cooperation for coproduc-
tion and technology collaboration.

The Defence Framcvvor/f is part of
the Indian ruling class's steps to go
completely into the US camp and act
as a .ser\Hle tool of the US imperialists

in Asia in the coming geo-political
scenario. On the other hand the US

sees the importance of India as part of
its plans for Asia and with the long-term
goal as the main bulwark in the region
to counter the emerging giant — China.
No sooner had this Agreement been
sigiied that one ofAmerica's chiefthink
tanks, the Carnegie Institute released
a report on the importance of India for
US's worldwide plans. This Report is
an eye-opener on what the US seeks
with India.

The Carnegie Report
The Report entitled, India as a New

Global Power: An Action Agenda for
the United States, was presented by
J.Tellis, a defence and nuclear expert
and senior associate at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace. It

was released in conjunction with the
former ambassador to India, Robert

Blackwill. It was Tellis who was one

of the chief advisors to push the
strategic partnership put forward by the
Bush/Vajpayee regimes.

The Reports says '"'"Bush should aid
the growth of India s national power
by augmenting its economic and
defence capabilities, not jam the
brakes. He must ... support India s
bid for a permaitent seat in the UN
Security Council, pull India out of
the netherworld' of nuclear
technology. offer a defence
partnership and share iitformation
across the hoard political,
scientific, techiwlogical — to show
that New Delhi is a real partner.""
This report even calls on the US to
support the Iran gas pipe line and re
move all restrictions to India on hi-tech

technology transfer even in the sphere
of defence.

Further Tellis has big ideas for the
defence sector. He proposes:
comprehensive defence partnership""
which can integrate the military-to-
military relations, defence trade and
production, joint research and
operations into a single document; India
and the US can sign an MoU on
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operations in the Indian Ocean: US
companies could be encouraged !u
inve.st in India's defence sector.

The Tellis report also calls lor
detailed involvement in counter-

insurgency operations in India. Ihe
report says "Given the scale, diversity,
and sophistication of terrorist
networks in India. New Delhi's

interest in computer forensic s.
network, surveillance, and the
protection of supervisory control and
data accjiiisition .systems as means to
defeat terrorism is not only under
standable but ought to be supported
as part of the US global struggle
against this menace"". It adds that the
"strategic dialogue should focus on
India's membership to the UN
Security Council, defence ties, cyber
security and space cooperation."

TheTellis Report clearlystates that
India should be built as a bulwark
against an emerging China. It says "
an unbridled China is .not iit the US
interest and by bolstering India, the
US can arrest the growth of Chinese
influence in the Indian Ocean
rimlands and Chinese penetration of
Myanmar India is a potential
hedge against a rising China'"-

In fact in 2002 itselFlhe Pentagon

had commissioned a'repoil entitled I'he
Indo-US Military Relationship:
Expectafions and Perceptions. This
131 page report had the purported aim
to: "reveal the opportunities for the
impediments to niilitary-to-military
cooperation"". In this report US
officials spoke of the value of India in
America's emerging Asian strategy.
This Report clearly stales that the "VS
military seeks a competent military
partner that can take on more

responsibility for low-end operations
(i.e. do the dirty and risky jobs) ia
AsiOj such as peace-keepiag
operations, search and- rescue,
humanitarian assistance, disaster
relief and high-value cargo escort,
which will allow the VS to

concentrate on high-end Jlghting
missions". To put it in simple words



llie US will use Indian military for its and closer-into the-U^S.9amp::.Which , pal, India and the Philippines
purpose as its front paw, using Indian ever party has been part of the"power Iridia is seen as a counter to ;

Third,

a resur-

troops as cannon fodder; and after the
dirty jobs are done the US forces will'
enter to take control. This report too
talks of using. India to deal with the
strategic challenge from China. Such a
role has serious and dangerous impli
cations: It de facto means outsourcing
risky militaryjobs to Indians.

The Report openly states that US
military officials are ^''candid in their,
plans to eventually seek access to
Indian i baises and. ntilitary
infrastructure.'"'

Strategic Significance of India
In the geo-politics of the world

imperialisrri, and particularly of Asia,
India has an enormous significance.
That is why it is much coveted by the
major imperialist powers. With all
powers contending it is the s6le
superpower in the world today that has
an edge. Since the 1980s the Indian
ruling classes have been shifting closer

structures, including the-CPI/GPM, gehfthina. Fourth, its huge population
there has been little change in thisitrehd.; : and armed forces can be an important
After 2000,.even. with the growing rift; source of cannon fodder for the impe-
between the US. on the one side, and
the: EU- and Russia on the. other, the
Indian rulers have even* further

developed their close ties witli the US;
(though -the other powers have ibeeni
competingfor influence ^ particularly
Russia and the:EU countries). .. ; Is

The significance of India in-

imperialist strategies is for amimber ofi
reasons; First, il ls a huge country of
over one billion; people and therefore,
an important market and.source;ofraw,:
materials. Second, with:a huge army
and para-niilitary force It can,become
a bulwark of reaction and .counter-,
revolution in the region. Thjs is
specifically importantgiven thegipwth.;

riali.sts in the unfolding war-like situa
tions being precipitated throughout the
world. And lastly^ India has a long his
tory of a servile ruling class who have
danced to the tune of the imperialists
and colonialists for over two centuries

— they are a trusted force for the im
perialist war-mongers:

It is orily the people of India Who
can foil the schemes otThe imperialisLs
and their sen ile tools within the countiy.
Only mass ppppsition to the Defence
Agreement ,c^n ^ prevent . its
implementatiQn.,0.nlyan anti-imperialist
mass upsurge .cap^ prevent thp
cpntinuous capitulatipn of the cpunfry
iritp,the hupds pf,ihe impermlist,s,'

ofthe Maoist.mpvemenLs in.Nepal j;India particularly the US. Meanwh.i le, great
and thp potential' for growth in, Bangja, dangersawaitljip people,ofthecountry
Desh. hi fact the,three major Maoist- as the rulers.rush iiitp .tlie imperialist
led people's wars are in i^ia —-,Ne-; clutches! ,.

From Pages ofHistory'.

Sajanand Saraswati & GPI's Revisionisin
ChandrdbihusHan

The struggle for the independence of
the Country from tile British has focuked
primarily on the Congress and to a lesser
extent the socialists and the cPinmunislS:!

In contrast the struggle of tlie masses has'
been treated only as an incidenlal-aspeet.
The role of the peasants, workers, iJtudents
has been viewed as an extension of the

larger political groups. It is however
necessary to go beyond the superficial
observations and see the essence of the

roles played in the anti-imperialist
movement. While the Congress leadership
were mere stooges of the British; even tite
CPI had no consistent anti-imperialist role
and trailed the Congress-and Gandhii;

Even today peasant struggles are
vilified and at best Naxalites portrayed as
robinhoods. The CPl of those days
refused to learn from the historic Chinese,
revolution. It was Sajanand Saraswati who
for thefirst time spoke ofleaming from the
Chinese experience as early as 1940-41,
While thecbmmunists (not to speakof the
Congress and Socialists) refused to lead'

the peasantry agaipst the landlords and in
theanti-imjknaliststruggle, itWas Sajahand
whofdiightbOldly against thiswrongline.

Sajanand Saraswati.pinned his hopes
on-the rural poor. In 1944,' as president of
the 8th all India Kisan Sabha" meeting, held
in Vijayawada,he was more tbrtlirighlwhen
he said " the more-they are oppressedand
distressed the nearer they are to the Kisan
Sahha and the Sabha is nearer to

theni.j...lt is they, thesemi-prpleiariat, khet
mazdopr (agricultural prdleiariat). who
Have very lithe land or tw liindat alV.dhd
the petty'cultivator, who h'nyho\v 'sqiiedie
d iriosi iiledgdrliving mit hf the Idhd thdy-
cultivate'ahd eke'Oiit Ihtiir -existedde, vtird
are the real kisans ofour ilimking\A::atul-
whq wilLmake and ttiust constitute the
kisan sabha idtimately'i. .\ie y/rpXt a book
on, the importjance and role of thcj.khet
mazdoor in 1941-42, describing and
analyzing the inral scenario in detail.

fte further added "the rural
profetanat /.y becoming aware ofitsri^lits.
dutids tind respbtisihiiities; when it
becomes fully aware, then thdfe will Pc'
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thefinal dance ofdestruction and then the
present iniquitous agrarian system Will
start crumbling."

' Sajanand Saraswati alsO fought against
the CP!'s wrong line, of allying with the i
Congress, where it theorized the Congr ess
as. -1hc na ti,ona I bo ur,geo is,ie. tha;t, the
revolution be a natippal democratic
revolulipn, tlie need for a national frpnt with
the Congress and Gandhi as the national,
leader of the national front. On the other
hand Sajanand Saraswati was for People's
Derriocracy, a united front, not with the
Cbngress but of the peasants and wo"rkera '
(he'Wrote' a book 'in tWb vbliimes on his
understanding of the unitedfront in ladia
at that time). He was for a militant peasant

r ; ! >.>i ; <..U--• }
Struggle. His book on., Eevolution and
United front " was ignored by'tlie piirfy.

' The revisionist trend in Ihbparty being
soStrbngIt cbntihued to dOnilfiate the CPl
and tlio'Ugh he did not havea comprehem
sive'altemative line lieiwa&able to bring 18
left:parties Iinto a.lunited front before his
death; jn 19.5,(!). He died on June 26 1950 at
the.agpofh.l. . B



The Pseudo Peace Process in Kashmir
Akhil

"^Mirwaiz called tipon militanls to
hack the dialogue process. He said that
continuing with militancy as the sole
means to achieve independence would
mean that the Kashmiris would have to

lay down another 1,00.000 lives.
"In The reply to a question whether

the Hurriyat wanted militancy to stop in
Kashmir, the Mirwaizsaid that after WlI
no movement coupled with violence had
received world support. 'Hence we call
upon our militant leadership to join our
efforts aimed at seeking a political
.settlement ofthe issue

[A clipping from; Time for new ideas:
Mirwaiz (GreaterKashmir.com 9/6/2005)]

This seems-to be the underlying
idea that is behind the whole dialogue
process that is going on in Kashmir and
is currently the idol of both the Indian
and Pakistani mainstream press and
those who are interested in conflict

resolution without solving the real
conflict. The APHC (A) led delegation
that crossed the line ofcontrol and went

to Muzaffrabad and then to Pakistan

on June 2, 2005 has become one key
political event in Kashmir which would
influence the future course of things
there for a fairly long period. It will
throw up new challenges before the
Kashmiri people and their movement
for selfdetermination which is being put
on the back burner. The new mantra

is:build faiththroughCBMs (confidence
building measures); it is less of a
question of liberation of a subjugated
country (a political one) and more ofa
bania (economic) nature which has to
be resolved through trade, economic
measures and bus routes, et al.

The So-called Peace Process

One can well say that under the
new clamour about the "peace process"
the basics of the Kashmir question are
being buried deep under the filth of
hollow promises ofa bright future. It is
like neo-liberal solutions offree market

economics that demand doing away
with nationalbarriers and by letting free
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economic exchange resolve all the
problems of the society and countries.
Here, in Kashmir, it means: make the
border porus, initiate trade and traffic
across the line ofoccupation, keep the
armies intact, execute some measures

oflimited demilitarisation ifthe situation

(read insurgency) comes under control,
build a propagandathat if this is not done
the people of the region would end
through a nuclear apocalypse, tell the
people that a political solution is no
longer possible: neither a complete
accession to India, nor with Pakistan,

nor an independent Jammu & Kashmir.
The only fate thus is to accept the harsh
reality of occupation and domination,
division of the land, killing of the
aspirations for freedom once and for
all, and abandoningall struggles aimed
at emancipation—like a fate they are
tiying to force on the Palestinians. It is
peace under the dominion of the gun.
The message is: accept or perish.

A concerted charade is being
drummed into the psyche ofthe people
that liberation from oppression and
domination is impossible. Mirwaiz Umar
Farouq,the leaderofone factionofthe
APHC, while replying to a question says
though his party wished for the
unification of Kashmir and Pakistan,

""but you have to be corejitl because
the Indian government will never like
a solution where it has to totally
compromise on Kashmir.In other
words: 'India will never allow

Kashmir to be liberated, so

abandon the struggle for
liberation^ There is only one word
for this . kind of thinking:
capitulation. Hence, with the politics
ofappeasement, he calls on the people
to ""explore other options."''

Interestingly, these ""otheroptions"''
are nothing but the requirements of the
present US needs in this region which
want to keep both these countries to
be at peace with each other in the
present tjjnes (while arming both of
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them heavily for a future showdown, a
la Iraq. Iran). It pressurized Pakistan
not to press for the ""liberation of
Kashmir" as it would create problems
for the US juggernaut which is rolling
wild in the Middle East and Central

Asia. Ali Shah Gcclani, President of

another faction of the Hurriyat has
rightly .said that Musharaf has diluted
his stand on Kashmir and bowed before

American pressure. He boycotted the
trip to Muzzafrabad and Islamabad.

It is an irony oflhe situation that the
Indian government has many a limes
blocked his entry into Pakistan and
Pakistan held Ka.shmir considering him
a hawk. This time the Indian

government wanted it but he refused
to go accusing both India and Pakistan
that they are taking up this exercise at
the behest of US imperialism. As
Pakistani support to the Kashmir
movement has taken an about luin he

states, ""Kashmiris have not launched
the .struggleon the behest ofanybody,
so it will not be ended on some one "s
directions."" One may not agree with
Geelani buthehasstuckto hisposition
which he considers principled and
Musharraf who criticized the other
faction ofHuriyyat and praised Geelani
has eaten up his.own principles, which
perhaps, he never had. One can see
that those who have compromised on
principles have come together. This
serves the US imperialists best, given
their own lecord on Kashmir. They too
had abandoned support to Pakistan, and
havenowdeclared that theright toself
determination for Ka.shmir is no longer
applicable in the present world set up.

All those whohave given upthe UN
resolutions and the right of sell
determination for Kashmir have started
traveling together. It is not a .strange
twistof history that hascoihe intoday's
junctureof the Kashmir struggle. Such
things always happen when oppressors
call the shots and they win temporar>
friends among the liberation forces.



The Pakistani government, which
has been tumblingdownstreet non-stop
since the Kargii days due to US
pressures after September II, 2001
attacks in America, no longer is in a
mood to help resivStance forces and is
conceding one after the other citadel
to India. When Manmohan Singh rules
out any possibility of redrawing of
borders inKashmir, hestresses the long
standing Indian position that no solution
will be acceptable which asks for the
right to self determination. Musharraf
echoes this when he opts for a solution
like making "borders soft". Pakistan
has been vehemently refusing to part
with Kashmir, including the northern
areas, it occupies advocating
"liberation" for only the Indian held
part. Now it has abandoned even this
stand too.

Here the words of the former

Pakistan Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif,
needs mention when he told former

Indian Prime Minister IK Gujral: "/
cannot take your Kashmir from you
and you cannot take my Kashmir
from me, let us go for peace."^
Musharraf is now translating Nawaz's
words according to the dictates of the
nevv situation prevailing internationally
and in the region. The "Soft borders"
option is another way of saying what
Nawaz had said. It may involve not only
a bus but also trucks and trains too

across the line ofoccupation ifno major
change comes in the international
setting / or if they (both India and
Pakistan) are not forced to abandon
plans by the Kashmiri people
themselves. Backing out on the UN
resolutions (which otherwise mention
not a single word on the independence
of Kashmir and onlycalls foracceding
to either Pakistan or India) Musharraf
now calls to '"'"allow maximum self
governance to the people, de
militarise and take some actions to
make the border irrelevant."

Mirwaiz's other options than the
right to self determination are nothing
but an echoeing of the line ofboth these

reactionary states of the region which
have carved up Kashmir between
themselves and are deadly against the
idea of an independent Kashmir. The
'confidence building' in this scenario
leads to highlighting only some of the
demands,thoughimportant, likeending
excesses, opening of traffic, trade,
people to people exchange, etc. which
already are the genuine demands ofthe
Kashmiri people—all these are being
considered, not as a part of the overall
liberation from occupation, but, as a
substitute to it. This makes a mockery
of the peace process which does not
lead to liberation from occupation and
oppression.

So, all talk of a final and peaceful
solution ofthe question, taking Kaishmiri
leaders and people into confidence (as
a third,and not theprime,party), ismere
slick talk, where the two states call the

shots (without firing any shots as their
master wishes so) and the Kashmiris
are merely to be used as pawns. These
definitely are not the aspirations ofthe
people nor their wish. The Indian
leaders talk ofmaking Kashmir and its
glaciers monuments of peace without
vacating the occupation. Can there be
anything more farcical and rhetorical?

A great deception is in the offing.
The government of both the

countries have celebrated the visit ofd

faction of the Huriyyat saying that the
future holds good for the region as the
traditional rivals are coming closer. So
let us ask them to finish offtheir nuclear

andtraditional amiaments stockpiles by
destroying them because there is no
danger of aggression from the outside
now, and instead, divert their huge
expenditures pn the armed forces to
public welfare and upliftment of the
poor populations! Now the region
ceases to be '"'"the most dangerous
place on the earth" as American
imperialistchieftains have beencalling
it for long, in order to force their will on
both the countries.

The US secretary of State,
Condoliza Rice, can now eat rice with
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satisfaction as she has "succeeded" in

bringing the two dangerous nuclear
states to become friends of each other
and help diffuse the situation. Now she
should stop selling armament systems
to the two countries. Then what would
these death merchants do? Expecting
peace from the evil masters of West
Asia and the world in this region is a
great imperialist fraud for which the
governments of these two countries
have become a vehicle. The peace that
comes with the help and intervention
of the US monsters is the peace of the
graveyard or the permanence of a
conflict and establishment ofa system
more brutal and inhuman as has

happened in Palestine, Afghanistan and
Iraq in recent years, not to mention the
long black history sheet of more than
last one hundred years of imperialist
rampage in the nameof "peace". Only
with total freedom from the oppressors
can a real political solution emerge and
a real peace be established.

It is now coniing to be realized by
the corrimon Kashmiri people that the
Pakistani factor has done damage to
their cause as that they have always
had its own interests in mind, while
giving support to the movement. They
tried to use the liberation movement of

the Kashmiri people for their own ends,
otherwise it would not have yielded to
US and Indian pressures and opted for
this kind ofpeace process that promises
no right to self determination or
independence to the Kashmiri people.
Even the defective UN resolution is

being thrown away into the dust bin.
The UN has lost all its teeth, even the

feeble ones that once existed. It cannot

enforce its own resolutions, whether it
is on Kashmir, Korea, Palestine or Iraq.
Only that happens which suits the US
which is a law unto itself and respects
no international treaty or verdict when
it is not to its liking;

India and Pakistan deny that there
is any US pressure. It is an open secret
and is talked about in the valley
everywhere.



The bourgeois press has termed the
peace process in Kashmir a Win Win
opportunity which must not be frittered
away by any of the two countries. It is
a common theme ofevery single Indian
newspaper. Unfortunately, there are
very few in this country that would
stand up to support the just cause of
the Kashmiri people, and against the
national chauvinism of their own

government which oppresses other
nations and nationalities.

The Flow of Oil

There is another dimension to this

whole exercise on Kashmir: India and

Pakistan's desire to earn and get oil and
gas from the Iran-Pakistan-India gas
pipe line. The US told them to open
trade between the two countries to join
together to earn from the oil and gas of
Central Asia instead of fighting with
each other over Kashmir. The US itself

has huge interestsinsuch pipe lineswith
thepossibility ofearning gigantic profits.
The advice is: let the economic relations

grow, the political problem ofKashmir
will take care of it.self. So both the

countries are in a race to implement the
dictates of the imperialists and their
institutions like the WTO, World Bank
and IMF etc. and are fast opening up
all their resources and labour for

exploitation by the imperialists. In
addition to trade across the line of

occupation, the possibility ofthe oil flow
from Central Asia is another factor

which has brought the two together.
The US has encouraged them to

work on the proposal to extend the
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan
pipeline to India so that its new and
bigger ally of the region is benefited.
Plus, another line from Qatar is being
considered which would also be a joint
enterprise of India and Pakistan. This
is in case Iran still refuses to join in the
US's West Asia Plans to control the

region and / or to pressurise it to do so,
as the pipeline from Turkmenistan
would be looming on the horizon as an
alternative. It appears the US is, for the
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present, stressing the alternative to the
Iran pipe line. This question was asked
by the journalist to the Indian and
Pakistani Oil Ministers in Islamabad

after the two held a joint conference.
Mani ShankarAiyar, petroleum minister
of India and his Pakistani counter-part
both denied the reports that there was
US pressure on this score. For exerting
pressure Condoliza Rice does not have
to stand over their heads all the time.

Incidentally or not, the negotiations
between the two countries on pipelines
coincided with the visit ofthe Huriyyat
delegation. Both the countries would
collaborate with imperialist finances
from the Asia Development Bank.

The Independence of Kashmir
The JKLF leader, Yasin Malik, also

accompanied the delegation to
Muzaffrabad and Islamabad though the
JKLF is not a part of the All. Party
Huriyyat Conference. It decided to
remain outside of the conglomerate
orgnaisation when both the factions had
split in 2001. For the JKLF's political
position of an independent and united
State ofJammu and Kashmir there are

no takers in the Pakistani government.
One important outcome from this visit
was the unityofboth the factionsacross
the line ofOccupation. The Amanullah
led organization across the line and
Yasin's JKLF on this side have agreed
to merge once again and work for an
independent Jammu and Kashmir.

The JKLF had declared a ceasefire

in 1995 and since then it has been

concentrating on '^democratic methods
of Struggled By this they actually
mean "peaceful means ofstruggle". Of
course, there is little scope for
^democratic' means of struggle in
Kashmir, with an occupation army in
lakhs occupying every inch ofthe valley.
There is little report about what the
JKLF leader has been able to gain in
terms ofwinning others to his position.
The liberation of a nation, however,
does not come without smashing the
state machine which oppresses a
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people. Genuine independence does not
come without the power of arms as it
has to confront an armed power to gain
freedom. It never comes as a favour

from the oppressors.
Theso-called peace process isgoing

on without the Indian armed forces
restraining themselves from executing
the militants. The onslaught of the
Indian armed forces continues
unabated. There are calls to the
militants to giveuparmed struggle and
join the peace process. Pakistan has
alwaysonly used it as a pressure tactics
to further its own interests in Kashmir.
The Indian Home Ministry has
even retracted on its commitment
given six months ago to constitute
a committee to merely discuss
autonomy. No freedom oil the
Kashmiri people can be expected
from the rulers of these two

countries.

A war of liberation is never fought
as a lactic forexerting pressure to push
forward to a negotiated settlement.
Negotiations come when arms force
the enemy to come to the table to
accept the ultimate goal of the
movement. Thismayor maynothappen
in all wars. But the current 'peace
process' in Kashmir is not in anyway
to convey to the oppressor that its
ultimate fate is standingat the door and
he must accept defeat on the table. It
is the other way around now: the
oppressors want all resistance stopped
and that the militants accept defeat
unambiguously.This 'peace', ofcourse,
is not going to end oppression in any
way.

How the majority of the Kashmiri
People would take it remains to be
seen. The Pakistani factor will take its

toll, as their active support has ceased.
Once again we quote Ali ShahGeelani:
"Kashmiris have not launched the
struggle on the behest of anybody,
so it will not be ended on some one s

directions,''''

HB



Liberation's
Dr. Gupta

The Liberation has envisaged to
move "Beyond the Euphoria ofMerger
and Truce". [Liberation, November
2004, by "political Observer]. Why is
the Liberation so perturbed over
"Merger and Truce" involving the
CPI(Maoist), a continuation ofthe true
Maoist tradition in India, assuming the
new name by way of merger of the
CPI(ML)PW and the MCCI? And why
does the Liberation get irked so much
and indulge in curious sorts of fantasies,
weaving out a reactionary dismal
picture? Is it only desperation or a bid
to trample polemics for lining up with
the Advanis, Manmohans, Yechuries,
etc. to crush the Maoists? In the earlier

article in the People's March the
fundamentals of Liberation's revision

ism was addressed. Here we will

concentrate on the political frustration
and outpourings of the Liberation's
Political Observer.

The Liberation has quite a long time
past distanced itselffrom what is really
known as the CPI (ML) ofwhich it was

once a part. However, it does it by
utilizing the banner of the CPl(iyiL).
Liberation has already changed its
colours and abandoned the CPl(ML)
i.e.Naxalbari politics. This rupturewith
all that glorious death defying sacrifice
and iron-determination pushes the
Liberation into an abyss of filth,
possessing the right to hobnob with
bourgeois and revisioni.stpolitical outfits.

In this article, the author seeks to

widen the bridge between theCPl(ML)
and the MCC, distorting the earlier
histoiy. What a bother for the Liberation
to delve into the genesis of the
revolutionaiy CPl(ML) and the MCC's
opting out of it at that stage? Yes, the
MCC, to be precise the Dakshin Desh
group, did not join the CPl(ML). But
where on earth did the wise Political

Observer find that the MCC ^'remained

content operating exclusively as an
artnetl fonnation'^'f The cunning

Sneering Criticism of Maoist's Unity
Observer needed some ploy to present
the erstwhile PW as having '̂a different
histoiy^ to revive the CPl(ML) in
sharp contrast to the MCC's practice
as an exclusively armed fomiation. The
Observer's comments, blended with
half-truths, seeks merely to widen the
gaps. It goes without saying that the
Dakshin Desh group led by Comrades
Amulya Sen and Kanai Chatteijee
didn't join the CPI (ML) formed under
the leadership of Comrade Charu
Mazumdar. Regarding the formation of
the party there were obviously
differences and it is also a fact that

besides the main revolutionary party,
the CPI (ML), the MCC had a definite
hi,story of integrating general Maoist
theory and revolutionary practice in
some stales in India. The Political

Observer makes the sweeping
comment "/« their own times Charu
Mazumdar and Kanai Chatterjee
represented two irreconcilably
different lines and approaches". This
is a specimen of Liberation's spiteful
refiKsal to come to terms with the truth.

It is well known to many Liberation
leaders that the MCC, despite
differences onthefomiation of theparty
with the CPI (ML), was not a
protagonist ofparliamentary politics and
had devoted itself to developing-
revolutionai-y struggling areas ofamied
agrarian struggle on Mao's line. It had
never been an organisation limiting its
activities to open legal party offices and
sloganeering over petty demands. In
the early 1970s when the massive
struggles of the CPI (ML) suffered a
set-back, the MCC had shown unflin

ching adherence to the path of armed
struggle and Naxalbari by developing
glorious struggles of the peasants in
Kanksa, Ausgram and Budbud areas
of Bardhaman district. The Naxalbari

flame was very much felt by the
Siddhartha Sharkar Roy ministry and it
let loo.selarge-scale repression in those
areas. All the revolutionaries in Bengal
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and outside derived inspiration and
praised it So, what was basically a
difference on the question of the
formation of the party has been
exaggerated by the Liberation to
make out as though there was a
difference in line between the two.

The Liberation has for more than a

decade changed its colours and sees
only anarchism in all revolutionary
retaliations by the Maoists against the
class enemies and the state. As it has

abandoned revolutionary politics it is
now closest to the CPI (M)/CP1 in its
approach to any revolutionaiy struggle.
It is now miles away from CM's politics
yet puts on a pretentious air of
melancholy for the merger of the PW
and the MCCI with an exaggerated
statement of "irreconcilably different
lines and approaches" pursued by
CM and KC. Both Com. CM and Com

KC had obvious differences on the

party fojTnation in 1969 but both were
the great leaders of the Indian
revolutionby virtueoftheir fundamental
unity of approach to Mao's path and
for the spirited zeal in developing areas
of aimed struggle for the ushering in a
People's Democratic India. BothCom.
CM and KC were irreconcilable
enemies ofparliamentary politics. And
on all those counts one can justifiably
assert that Com. CM and Com. KC

represented an irreconcilably different
approach and line from that of
revolution-fearing Vinod Mishra,
Dipankar and Co. Then why such a hue
and cry from the Liberation over the
PW and the MCCI merger? The
reason is not far to seek. The liberation

expected that the PW would also step
into the footsteps of the Liberation by
banishing all that isassociatedwith the
Naxalbari struggle. The great leader of
the Liberation Dipankar even went
many steps ahead in his farsightedness
to divulge his own views to the press
that the talks by the eamtwhile PW with
the AP government was the beginning
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of the end of the underground set-up
and preparation for open activities i.e.
Liberation-like practice. Facts have
already haifed siich astrologer's
pfophesyarid the Liberationmiisthave
befooled itself.

Now a iew words about the sa-
Called anarchism: Near about the fnid
70's Bihar appeared on the ceritfe stage
ofthe revolutionary struggles. Standing
at the forefront Com. Jauhar led these
struggles in several districts of Bihar
with Bhojpur as the focal point. Soon
after, the pieasant struggles led by the
then MCC broke forth like prairie fire
in Gaya, Aurangabad, Girdhi and other
districts. After the martyrdom ofCom.
Jauhar, Vinod Mishra took over the
reigns of the CP! (M-L) Liberation.
From the early 1980's, the peasant
struggles led by the CPl (M-L) (PU)
in Jehanabad and other areas spread
like a wild fire within a short period. It
is a fact that there were differences of
approach among these three
organizations at that time. Yet nothing
like the "irreconcilably different lines"
on the fundamental issues ever came

up at that time. They einerged only
after Vinod Mishra derailed the

revolutionary movement, then going on
under the leadership of the CPl (M-L)
Liberation and firmly led it on to the
tracks of Parliamentarianism. As a

corollary, from then on, all the practices
and policies ofthe CPl (M-L)[PW] and
of the MCCI came to be branded as

anarchism. This is the hallmark of the

'Liberation' type degeneration which
equates all revolutionary practice with
anarchism and the rotten parliamentar
ianism with revolutionism, that too in the
name of Marx! This pack of
'Liberation' renegades had the
audacity to try to sell their brand of
parliamentarianism under the name of
Comrade C.M. - who all through his
revolutionary life was a sworn enemy
of every trace of parliamentarianism.

The Political Observer finds the fact

that the two Maoist organizations, the
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MCCI and the CPl (M-L)[PW],
merged and formed the CPl (Maoist)
as a bitter pill to swallow and hence
vents his ire over even the very name
ofthe organization. Here we would like
to present certain facts of history. The
unity process between these two
organizations begins in 1982. Com. K.C
himselfwas the initiator ofthis process.
The CP! (Maoist), on the very day of
its inception declared in certain terms
that it recognize the congress held in
1970 under the leadership ofCom. C.M.
as the 8"' (First) party Congress and as
such the CPl (Maoist) is the red
inheritor of the legacy of CPl (M-L)
and the great and glorious Naxalbari.
In the same way, the new unified party
is the very embodiment ofsynthesis of
the revolutionary policies and practice
of the CPl (ML)(PW) and the MCCI.
The Liberation Observer finds it hard

to digest the fact that both CM and KC
have been recognized as the founder
leaders of the CPl (Maoist). He tries
to lampoon this recognition by once
again harping on his earlier tune that
these two leaders represented
irreconcilable lines and approaches.
When the trajectory of the C.M. led

CPl (M-L) was accepted in principle
by the MCCI and when Com." K.C.
initiated the unity process towards the
formation ofa single Maoist party gets
translated into reality with the formation
ofthe CPl (Maoist) then it is but natural
that both com. C.M. and Com. K.C.

will be honoured as the founders ofthe

newly merged organisation.
The Liberation Observer goes on,

now assuming the role of a business
man, and taking stock of the merger in
terms of "g/vc and take". None but
our 'wise' observer can imagine that
the merger of two revolutionary
organisations having oneness of view
on the Maoist strategy of revolution in
India, and which have more than three
decades of revolutionary practice will
taice placeon a non-dialectical basis. It
is true that when the merger took place.
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these two organizations sorted out dif
ferences on a dialectical basis. Moreo
ver, the new unified parly, the CPl
(Maoist) declared that notwithstanding
the unanimity on the fundamentals, the
congress of the new unified parly - to
be held soon - will further cement the

ideological and political unity. Yetone
thing has to be made clear here. The
Maoists believe in contradiction.s, not

the policy of'give and take' like Vinod
Mishra.

Our sneering cynic, the Liberation
Observer, now resorts to tricky,
censuring a thesi.s out of the glvskeys
that "For the Indian Maoist, however,
the army is the party..." di.sappointed
us as the fact that the merger of the
CPl (M-L) (PW) and MCCI did not
lead to dumping of Naxalbari
revolutionary politicsofamied struggle,
the observer now displays his
cunningness by willfully distorting the
meariing of the Maoist assertion that
"Armed struggle is the principal from
of struggle." The Maoists have
expressed this idea on the party, the
army and the united front, making it
quite clear that the party will lead the
army and not vice versa.

Not getting satisfied with the above
falsehoods and will-full distortions the

observer now goes in for outright slan
der in order to accomplish his mission
ofmaligning the CPl (Maoist) by hook
or by crook. He hints at a nexus be
tween the Maoists, the congress and
the RJD. This is nothing but the age
old trick of the thief shouting thief!
Thief! By such slanders the observer
wants to,cover the abject surrender of
the CPl (M-L) Liberation to the state,
its total degeneration and parliamentaiy
cretinism. The commitment to

revolutionary Marxism and the
exercising spread of the revolutionary
influence of the CPl (Maoist) to all
cornel's of the country by itselfgives a
fitting reply to all such attempts of
slander. Let the liberation swim in its

own cesspool ofparliamentarianism.



The Hoax of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty
Suman

On May 2 2005 representatives of
189 countries gathered in New York for
a full month of discussions at the NPT

Review Conference. This is the seventh

review conference since the NPT came

into force in 1970. The Agreement had a
provision that it would be reviewed cvei"y
five years. The 35-year old treaty was
extended indefinitely at the 1995 Review
Conference. In the six earlier reviews,
consensus on a declaration was reached

only thrice (1975, 1985 and 2000) with
the main point of conflict being over
Article VI. This article is aimed at the

five nuclear'weapon states to disarm
completely and submit themselves to
strict international controls. It is these

imperialists that have adopted dotible-
standards — while strictly imposing the
terms of the treaty for others they ig
nore their own nuclear stockpile. In fact
today the number of nuclear warheads
is estimated at over 30,000 — an amount

equal to what existed in 1970 when the
Treaty came into force. Nuclear pow
ers like India and Pakistan are not mem

bers of the NPT and neither is Israel, a
non-declared nuclear power. North Ko

rea came out of the NPT a few years
back.

With the US's bellicose posture on
the question of nuclear weapons it is no
doubt that this meeting was a non-startei-.

Till the end of the first week they were
not even able to agree on the agenda.
The Bush administration brought a com
pletely different perspective to US nu
clear and missile policy that began with
the rejection of the CTBT and the abro
gation of the 1972 ABM treaty. After 9/
11 Bush took a negative attitude towards

the NPT. Thus, during the conference
there was dissent among the major stake
holders in the NPT and the division
among the five nuclear weapon states is
also palpable— particularlybetween the
US and the BU over Iran.

As expected the US sort to divert the
agenda by a high-pitched campaign
against North Korea and Iran. Rumours

began to be spread in the hall that North
Korea planned to test a nuclear weapon
during the conference itself. The US rep
resentative's entire speech was focused
on non-proliferation sighting the dangers
of the two countries and terrorism.

While the entire focus of imposing
the NPT was on countries like Iran and

North Korea, categorized as rogue states,
a well known nuclear state, Israel is ig
nored. Israel is not even a signatory of
the NPT. Besides the US and UK are

adding even more deadly nuclear weap
ons to their stockpile, in a way that by
passes the clauses of the NPT. It is not
surprising that this conference had noth
ing new to say.

Four years ago the five signatories
to the NPT pledged to reduce their reli
ance on nuclear weapons to commit to
irreversible reductions in their numbers.

Instead the US embarked on the road of

designing new weapons called Robust
Nuclear Earth Penetrators. It also made

plans to build a new bomb factory for
the mass manufacture of nuclear weap
ons.

Last year the Blair government re
newed, with no debate, the US-UK mu

tual defence agreement first negotiated
in 1958, which, according to Bush, gives

Britain a ^"credible nuclear fprce^',. So-
phi.sticated equipment, including what is
said to be the world's most powerful la
ser. is being installed at the UK's atomic
weapons establishment as part of a £.2
billion scheme that will enable Britain,
with US help, produce a new generation
of nuclear warheads. This technology
will help Britain to getround obligations
imposed by the comprehensive lest ban
treaty.

In addition, the US is toying with the
ideaofbuildinga newgeneration of mini-
nukes. The US weakened the concept

of "''"negative security assurances"'"
whereby nuclear states would not
threaten or attack non-nuclear states with

such weapons, by suggesting that it
might use them in response to a biologi
cal or chemical attack, or even in other

circumstances. It is said that some of

these mini-nukes were tested in the Iraq

war.

While freeing the US from any com-
. mitment Bush wants other countries to

make ever more binding ones. The NPT
docs not stop states using enriched ura
nium to produce nuclear energy. But he
does not want them to even have en

riched uranium, as with Iran. The two-

Continued at page 4

/ am reared in Nuclear Fuel Complex Waters
yetylam readyfor your lunch
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RAISE THE,^Ejgg|^S Xaji|(|fE\Y AND HlG|IEPj;l£VEL AGAINST US
IMPERiAUSM and TI^E am

MessageVothe New PeopIe'sXrmy From theCentral Cbnimiltce Communist Partj'ofthePhilippines (March 29,2005)
a.ri // ;m.i I • ,from the stiiienienf as"^ downloaded from the internet}
I luh'j .>''•)<] 1- - • • . • i; • ' •
rJbeiUs^Mebrate the 36th anniversary Noless than thcNo; I.imperialist power,

-the United States; Is in the throes of a^se,-
vere eeononiic, llnaneial and social crisit:.
It is afflicted by huge budgetar}' and trade
deficits and thus tiy a crushing debt bur
den. The growirig debt service is taking a
large chunk of the budget. Combined with
tax cuts for the monopoly bourgeoisie and
military expenditures for war production
contracts, wars of aggression and military
intervention, it has diminished the amount

available for social spending on education,
health, housing and so on. Moreover, the
Bush regime is resorting to every trick in
seeking to privatize the social security sys
tem. •

Despite all its advantages as sole su-
perpower,as No.1imperialistpower in terms
of economic and politico-military domi-

of thje p^t^l^jifshment of the New People's
Ai;i;ny,pfidfir.the absolute leadership of the
CofjjiipjI^ljsT^arty ofthe Philippines.

Let us rejoice over the accumulated and
recent victories of the New People's Army

-as the main fighting force of the Filipino
people in tlie new democratic revolution
through protracted people's war against US
imperfalism and the local exploiting classes
ofbig compradors and landlords.

The crisis of the world capitalist sys
tem and the domestic ruling system is daily
worsening. It is unleashing the worst fornis
of plunder and terror. It is inflicting on the
people the most intolerable forms of suf
fering. At the same time, the ever-deterio
rating crisis conditions are favorable for
waging armed revolution.

The people have no choice but to wage
armed revolution for their national and so

cial liberation. They wish to fight and de
feat the escalating campaigns of suppres-'
sion, the bombardments, the burning and
looting, the kidnapping and torture, the
assassinations and massacres and the

forced mass evacuations. All these are

aimed at pacifying,the people and preserv
ing the system ofoppression and exploita
tion.

The Party and the people therefore urge
the Red commanders and fighters of the
New People's Army to.understand the situ
ation, renew their fighting resolve, inten
sify the revolutionary armed struggle and
carry out all their revolutionary tasks. Let
us raise the people's war to a new and higher
level.

I. Global Depression,Fascism, Plunderand
War

The imperialist countries themselves
are reeling from the crisis. All ofthem have
extremely low rates ofgrowth. Tliese sbpw
a state of negative growth, stagnation and
depression if we consider the Gontinuing
overvaluation of assets and costs in the

service sector. The high rate of mass un
employment, cutback ofsocial benefits and
termination ofhard-won rights are consign
ing a large part of the workers, women,
youth and children to the impoverished
conditions of the third world.
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nance, the US is in serious economic
trouble. It has borrowed foreign money to
sustain consumcri.sm and militarism, espe
cially the production ofhigh-tech military
weaponry. Its edge in high-tech consumer
goods over other imperialist countries has
been blunted by global overproduction. It
is increasingly confronted with the compe
tition of its imperialist allies and the wide
spread devastation of markets, especially
in the third world countries ofAsia, Africa

and Latin America and the retrogressive
countries in the former Soviet bloc.

The Bush regime is stubbornly combin
ing several kinds of policies. It is keeping
the neoliberal policy ofgiving huge lax cuts
and "free market" privileges to the mo
nopoly bourgeoisie, pressing down the in
comes of the workers and cutting back so
cial spending. It is adding to neoliberal
policy the military Keyiiesian policy pfstep
ping up military production supposedly to
stimulate the economy. Further, it is carry
ing out the neoconservative policy of us
ing the sole superpower position ofthe US,
its economic, political and high-tech mili
tary supremacy, to put down any challenge
or potential rival, expand economic teiri-
tory and make the 21st century a new cen
tury ofPax Americana. . .

With utmost brutality, the US has ag
gressively imposed its imperialist power on
several countries. It is using the 9/11 at
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tacks as a pretext for whipping war hysle-
rja and spreading state lerrorisni and fas
cism on a global scajc. It has wantunly en
gaged in acts of military intcr\ onlion and
wars ofaggrc.ssion since the last decade. It
is expanding its sources of raw materials
and cheap labor, its potential market, its
field of investments, spheres oCinflucncc
and strategic vantage poinb;.

But in the process the US is overreach
ing and ovcrcxtending itself. It is now
cauglil in a quagmire in Iraq. The broad
resistance of the Iraqi people is resolutely
fighting the US occupation and the pup
pets and is avenging the ma.ssacre pf hun
dreds of thousands ofcivilians. It is inflict

ing more and more casualties on US mili
tary and adjunct personnel and, by frequent
blowing up ofoil facilities and pipelines, is
deliberately making the US occupation un
profitable. The Iraqi people arc outstand
ing in their heroic struggle for having al
ready killed in only two year's time more
than 1500 US troops, wounded morc than
11,000 and cau.sed the medical evacuation
ofanother 14,000.

TJic US is increasingly becoming en
tangled in the Middle East, Central Asia,
the Caucasus and the Balkans. In these ar

eas the US and its puppet states are re
sisted by the oppressed peoples and na
tions and will be increasingly at variance
and at odds with France. Germany. Russia
and China. In .seeking to secure strategic
control over major sources and supply
routes of industrial fuel, the US is generat
ing more and inorc social and political tur
moil and is exposing the limits ofits power
to the peG,ples of the world.

At the moment, the US and other impe
rialist powers are escalating the oppression
and exploitation of the peoples of Asia,
Africa, Latin America and Eastern Europe.
The peoples are therefore intensifying their
mass protests and armed movements for
national liberation. Some countries as.sert

national independence against the plunder
ing and aggressive policies of imperialism.
Thus, the US has launched wars ofaggres
sion or made threats against them for re
fusing to comply with US demands.

The imperialist powersarefinding them-



selves in contradiction over economic, fi
nancial, security and other issues and arc
tending to struggle for a redi vision of the
world. Under conditions of increasing dis
order and turmoil in the entire world, the
proletariat and other working people in the
imperialist countries are driven to defend
and fight for their rights and' interest and
thus theycan rebuild and reinvigoriUe the
anti-imperialist movements for democracy
and socialism.

11.Escalation of Plunder and Terror
The crisis of thesemi-colonial and .semi-

feudal ruling system ofbigcompradors and
landlords is worsening and plunging the
country to new levels ofsocial misery and
degradation. This is due to the internal rot
tenness and weaknesses of the backward
system, aggravated bytheaccelerated pro
cess of plunder under the piratical banner
of"free market" globalization.

The Philippine rulingsystem is a neo-
colonial adjunct ofUS imperialism and glo
bal capitalism. Under the policy of "free
market" globalization, the.US imperialists
and their most rabid Filipino puppets in
power have negated the national sover
eignty ofthe Filipino people and their aspi
rations for national industrialization, genu
ine land reform and all-round development.

They have subjected the semi feudal
economy to de-nationalization,
privatization, liberalization and deregula
tion. These are all aimed atpreventing na
tional industrialization and destroying.any
well-based basic industry.The manufactur
ing and agricultural sectors have been de
clining. Theservice sectorisevergrowing
in proportion but it subsumes imported
equipment, mere consumption and djs-
guised unemployment.

The economy has become far more de
pendent than ever before on the produc
tion of ravy materials for exportas well as
on the slight processingof importedcom-
ponenLs for re-export. The world prices of
these products tend to fall far below the
prices of imported manufactures and are
more vulnerable to theeverworsening cri
sis of overproduction. The crisis of over
production in raw materials (sugar, coco
nut, copper concentrates and the like) has
long afflicted the economy since the late
1970s.Likewisea similarcrisis insemi-manu
factures (mainly semiconductors and gar
ments) has beset the economy since the
1990s.

The foreign debt and the debt service
payments are niounting. The total public
sector debt has surpassed the level of PhP
6 trillion. Last year the reactionaiy govern
ment spent 81 per cent of its revenues to
pay both interest and principal amortiza
tion, Based on data submitted to the reac
tionary Congress, more than 90 per cent of
revenues is projected to pay the debt ser
vice in 2005.

The reactionary government is bank
rupt. And it is sinking deeper. What is left
of the budget after the gargantuan amount
gobbled up by debt .service payments is
feasted upon by high-level bureaucratic
corruption at every branch, department and
agency of the government and by the co
ercive apparatuses such as the military,
police and intelligence'agencies. Funds
actually spent for education, health and
other social services continue to dwindle.
And the people are now being made to pay
higher prices for these services. .

The Arroyo regime is deeply worried
about the worsening crisis and about the
risingwaveof .social discontent and popu
lar resistance. But it still tries to hide the
truth by claiming that the gross domestic
product grew liy an unbelievably high rate
of6.1 per ceni for 2004. This figure covers
the low-value added semi-conductor re-ex-
ports, false estimates of agricultural pro
duction, call centers, electoral spending and
all kinds of fictional accounts in the ser
vice sector.

Instead of callingandoptingfor indus
trial development, genuine land refomiund*
job generatipn, the regime has chosen to
take advantage of the Bush call for a "war
on terror". It hastaken the fascist path and
isfrenziedly pushing anAnti-Terrorism Act
that would give license to state terrorism
and bring back the horrors of the Marcos
fascist regime. |t supports the escalation
ofUS military intervention in the Philippines
and in turn expects that this would protect
it from the wrath of the people.

Within thiscontext,the regimehascol
laborated with the US tosabotage the Gl^P-
NDFP peace negotiations by designating
theCPP, NPA andtheNDFP chiefpolitical
consultant as "terrorists" and by making
the an ogant but futile demand for the revo
lutionary forces to capituhite by signing a
"final peaceaccord" or a "ceasefireagree-
nient" that the US, the puppet regime and
the elerieo-fascists have drafted.
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The Arroyo regime has directed the
puppet military, police and paramilitary
forces to escalate campaigns of suppres
sion. These include the bombing Ofcom
munities, the kidnapping, torture and mur
der of suspected revolutionaries, maissa-
cre of civilians and forced evacuation of

people in the rural areas. And even in ur
ban areas, the enemy forces are violently
disrupting peaceful strikes and rallies and
ma.ssacring the-strikers and rallyists as in
Hacienda Luisita and assassinating known
leaders and members of legal democratic
organizations, includingjoumalists, human
rights activists, religious and church
people, and activists ofprogres.sive politi
cal parties.

The escalating counter-revolutionary
violence against the people serves the fla
grant violation ofworkers' rights, the mass
layoffs, the privatization of public assets,
the auctioning of the national patri'mony,
the alienation of ancestral domain of na
tional minorities and natural resources to
foreign monopolies and theacceleratedre-
classification ("conversion") of land to
nullify the certificates of land ownership
amortization (CLOA) and the certi ficates of
land transfer (CLT) previously issued by
the reactionary government to deceive the
peasant, masses.

The Arroyo regime wants to cow and
make the people retreat. In this regard, it'
overestimates the capacity of its military,
policeand paramilitary forcesto intimidate
the people and suppress their resistance.
It akso overestimates the capacity of US
imperialism to come to its aid. It conve
niently forgets that the Marcos fascist dic
tatorship and the Estrada regime underes
timated thecapacityof people'sresistance
and the broad united front of opposition
forces to overthrow a detested regime, no
matter how arrogant and brutal.

A broad united front that includes the
anti-Arroyo rcactionaiy forces is possible
and is quite potent as was a similar broad
united front in the overthrow of Marcos
and Estrada. It can adopt and implement
agreements and measures to mobilize the
masses, encourage the military and police
to abandon the regime, keep the military
andpoliceofficers from usurping political
power and make way fora councilofpatri
oticanddemocratic forces toassume gov-
eiTimental authority.

However much delayed is the realiza-
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tion of a broad united front effective
enough to overthrow the Arroyo regime,
the revolutionary forces of the people can
continue to strengthen, the forces of the
working class, the peasantry, the urban
petty bourgeoisie andthemiddle bourgeoi
sie for a new democratic revolution. Their
intolerable situation and suffering make
them eager for revolutionary change.

ni. Growing Strength of the NPA
Under the absolute leadership of the

Communist Party of the Philippines, the
New People's Army has grown instrength
in the course of the people's struggle for
national liberation and democracy against
US imperialism and the local exploiting
classes of big compradors and landlords.

Since the launching ofthe Second Great
Rectification Movement (SGRM) in 1992,
the NPA has integrated revolutionary
armed struggle with genuine land reform
and rebuildingthe mass base more consci-
entiou:^ly than ever before. It has sought
to conduct extensive and intensive guer
rilla warfare on the basis ofan ever widen
ing and deepening mass base. For the pur
pose, it has reorientedand redeployed units
of the people's army to enable them to do
painstaking and solid mass organizing.

In all the regions where the NPA is op
erating, except the national capital region,
there are several guerrilla fronts. A certain
number ofguerrilla fronts have a sum total
ofarmed strength amounting to a company
and another number have less than a com

pany. Everyguerrilla front has a relatively
concentrated unit that seryes as the center
ofgravity and other units that are relatively
dispersed for wider mass work. ,

Following the resounding success of
the Second Great Rectification Movement,

the Eleventh Plenum of the Party Central
. Committee promulgated the 3-year program

for building the Party, the people's army
and the united front. Under the prctgram,
the NPA has carried forward the victories

of the rectification movement

The NPA has significantly increased
the number of its full-time Red fighters and
its automatic rifles and other high-powered
weapons. It has organized and trained the
people's militia for police work or internal
security in the localities and the self-de
fense in the mass organizations. It is noAv
operating in more than 130guerrilla fronts
covering significant portions of nearly 70
provinces, in around 800 municipalities and
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more than 9,000 barrios.
In mass work and mass base building,

it h2is built the organs of political power
(theappointive barrio organizing commit
tees and the elective barrio revolutionary

•committees, the organizing groups and
committees and full-fledged mass organi
zations of workers, peasants, women,
youth, cultural activists and women and
the working committees to assist the or
gans ofpolitical power).

These committees are for mass orga
nizing, education, land reform, production.
Health, defense, arbitration and cultural
activities. They carry out the functions of
government on a daily basisand mobilize
thepeoplein related campaigns. Theycarry
out land reform as.the principal campaign
for realizingthe maincontentofthe demo
cratic revolution.

The Partyhas led the NPA in carrying
out its tasks successfully. The Party and
the NPAare united in upholding the revo
lutionary cause and serving the people.
The proletarian revolutionaries. Redcom
manders andfighters are united within and
outside tlie command structure and units
of the NPA. They work together to build
the Party branches in localities and Party
groups in mass organizations. For a while,
in areas ofexpansion, the Party in the NPA
looks after the Party in the localities but
eventually the regular territorial organiza-

~tion of the Party develops.
The NPA has continued to criticize the

various major kinds of"Left" opportunism
repudiated by the SGRM. These include
the impetuous and adventurist notion of
the "strategic counteroffensive" as the
third phase of the strategic defensive and
the so-called Red Area-White Area line of

making urban insurrectionisrh the leading
factor, to be propelled supposedly by the
spontaneous masses and armed city parti
sans and assisted by prematurely regular
ized and unsustainably enlarged vertical
formations of the people's army.

The Red commanders and fighters also
criticize and combat the Right opportunist
and reformist trends of thought generated
by imperialism and local reaction, modem
revisionism, social democracy, open bour
geois liberalism and imperialist-funded
nongovernmental organizations which
harp on the slogans of "civil society" and

' the "culture^fnonviolence"to oppose the
armed revolution but support the violence
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of imperialism and the puppet state.
The NPA combats the latest manifesta

tions of the purely military viewpoint as
well as reformism. Even as the NPA is a

healthy and vigorous revolutionary force,
the Red commanders and fighters continu
ously conduct assessments and evalua
tions, criticism and self-criticism in order to
improve the result of their work and their
work style. They strive to solve the prob
lems that come with the rising demands of
the struggle and the escalating assaults of
the enemy.

They are intimatelylinkedwith the toil
ing masses. They have expanded and con
solidated a mass base that supports the
intensification of the tactical offensives

against the enemy. From their accumulated
victories the revolutionary forces and the
broad masses of the people are able to in
tensify the rural-based armed revolution
and the legal democratic movement as the
ruling system continues to deteriorate.

The Arroyoregime harbors the illusion
that with" the escalation of state terrbrism

and US military intervention under the pre
text of anti-terrorism it can contain or de

stroy the revolutionary movement. It is re
cycling the old slogan of"total war" with
the synonymous expre.ssion "strategy of
holistic approach" and the old national cam
paign plan "Oplan Lambat Bitag" with
"Oplan Bantay Laya".

The enemy armed forces continuously
seek to make their strategic offensive more
effective against the strategic defensive of
the people. They concentrate task forces
of the military, police and paramilitary on
certain selected or prioritized areas to clear
and hold and secure a perimeter for encir
cling and suppressing the people's army.
They seek to compel the NPA to fight on
interior lines relative to the perimeter. At

• the same tiri^e, they deploy special opcra-
. tion teams, ranger teams and paramilitary

forces within the perimeter for extended
periods ofno less than six months in order

• to conduct psywar, intelligence and com
bat or search-and-destroy .operations.

In practice, the enemy forces can con
centrate only on portions ofa few guerrilla
fronts at every given time. They can launch
campaigns of encirclement and suppres
sion against ten or more guerrilla fronts at
the same time. But beyond the scope of the
enemy are over a hundred more-guerrilla
fronts and these are free to expand and



consolidate their strength. From these guer
rilla fronts, the NPA can also launch tacti
cal offensives in order to support directly
or indirectly the NPA units under attack in
other guerrilla fronts.

At no instance has the NPA been com

pletely driven out of any guerrilla front
under enemy attack. NPA units can still
maneuver and fight or evade superior en
emy action within the same guerrilla front.
They can move in appropriate sizes in and
out of enemy encirclements and deliver
surprise lethal blows. There are also por
tions of the guerrilla front that the enemy
simply cannot cover and dominate. From
these the NPA can launch tactical

offensives against the enemy on exterior
lines and can expand to new areas.

Every day the NPA can inflict a thou
sand cuts on the enemy and make him bleed
from a thousand wounds. It can launch tac

tical offensives by using small units, from
teams of three to five fighters, to squads
and platoons. These are still the most ef
fective units for penetrating the defenses
of the enemy forces as well as sfriking at
them on exterior lines in order to seize fire
arms and punish their worst elements.

Until now, small unit operations are still
far more effective than company-size op
erations. The former are easier than the lat

ter to prepare, maneuver and withdraw from
a successful operation. There can also be a
coordination of such small units to seize

more weaponson a wide scale. It is fine for
the NPA to give full play to small-unitop
erations and undertake tactical offensives

that are sure of victory. However, condi
tionsare arisingand improvingforemploy
ing two or more platoons in operations,
especially where the terrain is favorable or
when the element of surprise is ensured.

Fromyear to year, the enemy has failed
to destroy the armed revolution. In the vain
hope of destroying or disrupting the cen
tralized political leadership and rising co-
ordinative ability of the NPA units that
operate in a decentralized wayon a national
scale, the enemy is now increasingly as
sassinating leaders and activists of the le
gal democratic parties and organizations.

, The US imperialists and the Arroyo
puppet regime are culpable for escalating
violations of human rights. They are col
laborating in resurrecting an open rule of
terror similar to that ofthe Marcos fascist

dictatorship. They are pushing the enact

ment of an Anti-Terrorism Law that is far

worse in anti-democratic content than the

fascist presidential decrees of the late un-
lamented Marcos. They have paralyzed the
GRP-NDFP peace negotiations and are
poised to suppress the legal democratic
mass movement.

All forms ofstruggle need to be carried
out more niilitantly than ever before. .The
legal form of struggle is necessary. But
those in grave danger ofbeing kidnapped,
tortured and killed by the enemy should be
encouraged to go underground andjoin the
armed revolution. As in the period of 1969
to 1972, when theMarcos regime wasclearly
taking the fascist path. Party units and mass
activists were urged to strengthen the un
derground and prepare themselves for join
ing the people's army. The education, train
ingand experienceofthe urban-basedwork
ers and educated youth are in urgent de
mand in the countryside.

Although the struggle in the urban ar- .
eas is principally legal and defensive, it is
high time to develop the capability to de
ploy armed teams of partisans principally
from the countryside and secondarily from
the cities to punish the worst elements of
the enemy side and undertake other spe
cial operations. While the people's army is
working and fighting hard to achieve sys
tematic wave upon wave advance, it can
assign units and teams to deliver lethal ac
tions to the worst enemy elements and to
demonstrate that the enemy cannot attack
the people and their unarmed leaders and
activists with impunity.

All the revolutionary forces must be
preparedagainst the worstso that theycan
hope for the best. All possible efforts must
be exerted to stop and slay the growing
monsterof state terrorism. USimperialism
andtheArroyo regime tryhard tolook pow
erfulandterrible. Butinfact, USimperial
ism is already overextended and bogged
down elsewhere and the Arroyo puppet
regime iseconomically, politically andmor
ally bankrupt and is far weaker than the
Marcos fascist regime.,

IV.Revolutionary Tasks ofthe NPA
Following the leadership of the Party,

the New People's Army must resolutely and
courageously raise the people's war to a
new and higher level along the line of the
new democratic revolution, with a socialist
perspective.
- The 3-yearprogramof2002 to 2005for
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expanding and consolidating the New
People's Army, which waisdecided by the
11th Plenum ofthe CC, has been extended

by the Political Bureau by one year to 2006
in order to provide ample time to the NPA
and other revolutionary forces to fulfill the
targets of the program.

The proletarian revolutionaries, the Red
commanders and fighters must conscien
tiously and vigorously cairy but the revo
lutionary tasks set forth in the program. The
Party Central Comrpittee directs the Na
tional Military Staffand the regional op
erational-commands of the NPA to

strengthen their offices and the various
departments of the NPA in order to raise
the people's war from current capabilities
to a new and higher level.

The Red commanders and fighters must
always refresh themselves on the principles
and policies ofcarrying out the armed revo
lution. They must study the writings of
Comrade Mao Zedong on people's warand
the accumulated documents of the Party
on militarystrategy and tactics.Theymust
never forget the lessons leahied from the
criticism and repudiation of "Left" and
Right opportunism in the Second Great
Rectification Movement. They must learn
from their daily experience and engage in
criticism and self-criticism promptly and
periodically in order to get better results
and improve the style of work.

In cases of setbacks in whatever re

spect and ofwhatever scale, we must look
into the causes whether they are due to
internal problems, the severity of enemy
actions, the tremendous odds arising from
an objective situation Orall. Whatever the
causes, we must look into individual and

collective responsibilities and unite to over
come the problems and advance in our work
aiid revolutionary struggle.

The New People's Army can strengthen
itself as a fighting force upon the fulfill
mentof suchrequisites as political andmili
tary training, building the organs ofpoliti
cal power and the mass organizations, car
rying out land reform and other campaigns
and intensifying tactical offensives that are
sure of victory. The NPA must be able to
annihilate enemy units and seize weapons
to strengthen Itself as a fighting force. In
this regard, it must have the inexhaustible
support of the people.

It must multiply.the platoon as the ba
sic formation. This is the suitable size for
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the center ofgravity in aguerrilla front and
eventually for the headquarters force at the
provincial and regional levels.This is also
the cohesive shape for the squads and
teams that are deployed on a wide scale for
mass work and the most flexible small-unit

offensive operations. The Party branch
must be based in the platoon and the Party
group in the squad.'

The existing guerrilla fronts must be
expanded and consolidated. We hope to
attainsoona stablenumberof 140guerrilla
fronts inat le^t 11,000 barrios. We expect
that50 percentof the guerrillafronts will
have a sum total of NPA fighters equiva
lent toacompany and the other 50percent,
less than a company. Thosewith less than
a company as armed force must increase

towards that level. Those with more than a

company must give way to formation ofa
new guerrilla front or give their relative sur
plusof firearms toa smallerguerrillafront.

We must augment the strength of the
NPAby trainingand forming the people's
militia as the police force in the barrios as
wellas theself-defenseunitsof mass orga
nizations. These formations can help the
NPA cover extensive areas and render ser
vice within the range of their competence
and training. They are also the reserve
forces for increasing the number of Red
fighters as more arms are seized.

The barbaric attacks being made by the
enemy against the leaders and activists of
democratic parties and organizations and
against the people in both urban and rural
areas should push all of us to accelerate
the recruitment of Red fighters and build
the units and organs for absorbing and
tasking promptly those being threatened
by the enemy with death. Wemust be good
at combining the workers and educated
youth from the cities With the peasant fight
ers and the veteran fighters.

In carrying out the tactical offensives,
we must give priority to annihilating en
emy units:and elements and seizing weap
ons, attacking enemy facilities and supply
lines for armaments, fuel and other neces

sities. and punishing the worst elements of
the enemy, including those who are notori
ous for human rights violations, plunder,
etc. and grave anti-social activities.

We must seize the initiative, use flex

ible tactics, includingthe following: strike
at the enemy by using the element of sur
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prise or when he least expects it; lure in the
enemy deep to put him in a series of traps
or deliver a blow at the weaker force where

he comes from; when he advances with a

superior force, let him punch the wind and
we wait for his weak points to show; we
can snipe at him or harass him to confuse
him and slow down his movement; when

he retreats, we pursue him and deliver blows
we are capable of; make a feint towards the
East to strike a blow at the West; leapfrog
to deliver a blow and conceal where we

come from; tickle an enemy outpost and
deliver the big blow elsewhere; and ambush
an enemy unit and lay a bigger ambush on
the reinforcement.

We can raise the level of fighting tac
tics and technique by gaining further expe
rience through fighting and seizing weap
ons from the enemy.

We must turn the enerny into oujisup
ply and transport officer who delivers to
us the weapons from the Pentagon and the
big puppet camps. In the current period,
we can use rifles, grenades, command-deto
nated land mines, mortars, rocket-propelled
grenades and the like. We can also use
modem means of communications, night
vision goggles and so on. In a later period,
we can get more ofthe basic and advanced
equipment of the enemy through victories
in the revolutionary armed struggle.

We have repeatedly told the US imperi
alists to respect the national sovereignty
and territory ofthe Filipino people, to with
draw their troops from the Philippines and
to stop their acts of military intervention.
Instead, they are escalating their military
presence and acts ofmilitary intervention.
The NPA is therefore prepared to take the
necessary actions against these foreign
troops who in fact engage in terrorism un
der the pretext ofanti-terrorism. These ar
rogant intruders are cowardly users of
cruise missiles against civilian populations
and fixed struetures of city-based govern
ments. But they can be made to bleed and
die on the gro.und, as now demonstrated
by the Iraqi people and previously by the
Vietn^ese and other peoples.

In land reform, we must still carry out
the minimum land reform program of rent
reduction, controlling interest rates, rais
ing farm wages, improving the prices of
farm products arid promoting agricultural
production and sideline occupations. In
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this connection, we pursue an anti-feudal
united front, which means relying mainly
on the poor peasants and farm workers,
winningover the middle peasants, obtain
ing the neutrality or support of the rich
peasants on landreform and taking advan
tage of the split between the enlightened
and evil gentry in order to i.solate and de
stroy the power of the latter.

In the national united front, we must

build the worker-peasant alliance as the
foundation, win over the urban petty bour
geoisie tomake theprogressive alliance and
further win over the middle bourgeoisie to
makethepatriotic alliance. Forthepurpose
of discrediting, i.solatingand overthrowing
the enemy, i.e. the most rabid puppets and
worst reactionaries ruling the country, we
must build the broad united front, in which

we developthe appropriate fomisand ways
ofalliance with sections of the reactionary
classes against the enemy. In this regard,
we must maintain independence and initia
tive,especiallyindealingwith unstable and
unreliable allies.

We must work hard for the overthrow

ofthe US-directed Arroyo regime. For any
length of time it takes to overthrow this
regime, we must strengthen our forces and
the people independent ofthe unstable and
unreliable allies. It is fine if we can over

throw the regime soon and we can try to
cause the fomiation ofan urban-based gov
ernment that is better than before. But if

such is not yet possible because the bal
ance of forces does not allow us. then we

are satisfied with further developing the
rural-based peoplc!s government and gain
ing further strength from the previous
struggle and continuing with the struggle
to gain still greater strength.

We arc revolutionaries who seek the

immediate improvement of the lives and
conditions of the people. But we aim to
overthrow the entire ruling system of big
compradors and landlords ultimately and
replace it with the truly democratic govern
ment of the working people. We wish to
accomplish the NDR and upon its basic
completion proceed with the socialist revo
lution. In this regard, we wish to contribute
the revolutionary victories and struggle of
the Filipind people to the strrrggle of the
people of the world for the defeat of impe
rialism, the global triumph ofsocialism and
the dawning ofcommunism. ,
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Massive Unemployment; Shattered Myths
. .. SiinU

Despite five decades of planned
economic development the
unemployment problem has notonly been
persisting, but also getting more and
more severe. The ever-swelling number
of unemployed has shattered the myth
and illusions, that along-with the growth
of the economy, the problem will be
solved in the longrun.The parliamentary
parties and their govts. aired so many
promises for addressing the problem
squarely. But those were vindicated as
blatant falsehoods. Even-then the
unabashed leaders of these political
partiesare still repeating thosepromises
to lure the millions ofjobless wretched
people. While jobles.snessstalks the entire
country the govts and their sycophants
are trying their best to give an
underestimated figure of the unemployed
to cover the grim situation, guard the
very economic system that generates it,
and to serve the ruling classes.

Unemployment - the grim reality
To have an idea about the magnitude

of unemployment it is necessary to
ascertain the total number of the labour

force. The NSSO survey report.(1999-
2000) estimated the figure as 376.4
million (37.6 crores) in 2000, when the
total numberofpopulationwasjust over
I billion. R. Nagraj inhisarticlepublished
in EPW July 24, 2004 stated that the
number of total labour force was close

to 400 million in '99-2000. Whereas
Pravin Visaria of the Institute of
Economic Growth, University of Delhi,
stated that total number of the labour

force was453 million by2001.Generally,
50% of the total population constitutes
the labour force. The NSSO report '99-

2000estimated thetotalnumberof labour• unemployment plusunderemployment is
force far below this. "Even the 9''' Plan

projected the figure as 423.4 million. The
worker-population ratio, as per the
NSSO report '99-2000, is 0.37. It is no
doubt far from the reality. Some scholars
argue that the ratio is so low mainly due
to two factors - i.e. the low labour force

participation ofwomen and that ofbelow
15 years ofage, which alone constitutes
36% ofthe population. These arguments
do not correspond to the reality. In India
the vast majority of the people are living
below the poverty level and are
compelled to engage themselves in some
economic activities irrespective of age
and gender to earn whatever may be
possible. In agriculture even most ofthe
children of the poor households are
working either as self-employed or as
casual labourers. So it may be
commented that the NSSO figure ofthe
labour force does not reflect the reality.

The NSSO report of 1999-2000 says
that the rate of unemployment (chronic,
long-term and temporary) is 4.4%, while
the figure comes to 7.2%, if it includes
visible unemployment. This visible
under-employment can well be
considered as unemployment. It is due
to lack of employment provisions that
visiblennderemployment arises. But even
this rate of unemployment cannot
capture the reality as the rate of visible
or otherwise underemployment placed in
this survey report is implausibly low i.e.
2.8%. A different measure of
underemployment suggested that the
above rate would be 13.3% (EPW, Nov.
27,04) i.e. 13.3 % ofthe available labour
days remained unutilized in 2000.

Thus it can be stated even on the basis

of this report that the rate of

(4.4 + 13.3) 17.70 percent. Even this rate,
of unemployment iffarbelow thereality.
This survey did not take into account
the following phenomena;

Agriculture, rural industry and trade
constitute large part of the economic
activity. This part of economic activity
is based on family labour entailing more
disguised and invisible unemployment
than any visible or open one. This
phenomenon depresses the
unemployment rales in general and open
unemploymentinparticular. It isa natural
outcome of the predominantly
subsistence agrarian economy.

A considerable part of employment
consists of employment at a very low
level of productivity and income, which
is even below the minimum subsistence

level. The employed persons belonging
to this part of the "employment'
category are poor. As there are no such
employment provisions they have to
engage themselves even in such work,
which cannot meet their bare minimum

needs. Even then they engage themselves
in such work, as unemployment is not
an option for them. The govt. survey
(NSSO) categorized them as "employed"
and they were included under the
classified head ofeither "self-efnployed",
or "Casual Workers". Just over 50% are

self-employed which includes those
working as unpaid family workers.
Casual wage labourers are another 34%
of the 'employed'. These two groups -
self-employed and casual labour -
comprise 84% ofthe total employed. The
vast majority ofself-employed and casual
labourer work in agriculture.

It has been stated in this survey report
that the agrarian sector provides 59% of

Incidence of Poverty among employed persons
Self-employed Casual Labourers RegularEmployees1 All employedpersons

!

Percentage of the employed
in poverty

27.4 47.8 15.2
'

32.5

Composition ofthe working poor 44.7 48.4 6.9 100

Note : Employed persons here refer to those employed according to the usual status. An employed person belonging to a household
with a per capita expenditure below the poyertyline (Rs. 335.46 for the rural area and Rs. 451.19 for the urban areas, both in the 1999-
2000 period) is regarded as poor.
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total employment, while the industrial
sector provides only 16%. Out of this
59% employment in agriculture, about
55% is self-employed and more than 43%
(43.6%) is casual labourers. These two
groups comprise 98.5% (i.e. 212.64
million) oftotal employment inagriculture
of 215.88 million. In general, a good
section of casual workers and self-
employed are living in a poor condition
due to the combination of a low return
from work and underemployment and
particularly in the agrarian sector the
condition is far more deplorable. These
sections of the people, having no other
alternative to eke out a means of
livelihood, haveto engageinanytype of
labour to eam some income however low
it may be. These jobless people are
considered as employed in the official
versions.

In general the magnitude of
unemployment is deplorable and more so
in rural India. The joblessness in rural
India compelleda large number of poor
people to leave their villages in search of
employment. This distressed migration
has swelled to an exodus. The National

commission on Rural Labour found
(1991) that there were "wore- than 10
million circular migrants in the rural
areas alone. These include an estimated

4.5 million inter-state migrants and 6
million intra-state migrants." At present
the picture is far graver. Since the second
half of the 1990s with the collapse of
rural employment migration has been
swelling. According to an article
published in the Hindu dated March 15,
2004, in 2001 such migration was so high
in different parts of the country that it
even distorted the main Census head

count. NSSO data is based on a strange
definition of "last usual place of
residence" of a migrant. It means "the
village where the person has stayed
continuously, for at lease six months
immediately prior to moving to the
present village/town." This excludes
millions ofjobseekers who are unable to
stay anywhere for six months. These
footloose migrants have always been
moving from place to place for their
survival.
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From the above it can well be
understood how grave the un
employment situation is! Since long this
problem has been persisting and since
the mid '90s it has been getting more
and more acute. It is at present about 40
crores (The Hindu; January 25,05)

Economic growth and employment
Amidst this dreadful scenario of

joblessness, govt. officials, the planning
commission and all the govts. have been
continuing torepeat their promises. Since
its inception the Planning Commission
has been projecting that unemployment
will be solved in the course of the
development oftheeconomy. Every time
they fix a targeted growth rate of the
GDP and link the growth ofemployment
to that Though timeandagainit hasbeen
vindicated that the growth ofGDP itself
cannot solve the problem of un
employment. In fact there is no such
relation between the growth of GDP
and that of employment provision.
The reality is that it dependson the very
character of the development policies,
more particularly,, on the prime force of
the economy. The experience of this
country's economic development has
also corroborated this fact.

• Since the inceptionofplanning it was
viewed that employment could be
generated in the course of economic
development.The second FiveYearPlan
fixed a goal to attain full employment in
the longrun. Labourintensive techniques
were advocated as it was considered that

in "an economy with relative abundance
of labour, a bias in favour of
comparative labour-intensive techniques
is both natural and desirable" (Second
Five Year Plan, Govt. of India. 1956 p.
109). Accordingly the commission's
expectation >vas that even a 5'.^ growth
of the economy per year would help
achi.Cve the goal of full employment.
Thus the problem ofunemployment was
not considered a serious one for which

it was necessary to treat this problem
specially.

This expectation of the ''lanning
Cornmission has remained as an

expectation only. It never transformed
into a reaTity. During the '60s and '70s
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economic growth was around 3.5% per
annum while the growth ofemployment
was 2% per annum and that of the labour
force was 2.5% per annum. This resulted
in a further increase in the backlog of
unemployment. In 1956 it was 5 million
and in 1977-78 it went up to 11 million.
This too is a most conservative and class-

biased estimation. Even-then the trend

is very clear. The backlog of
unemployment has more than doubled.
The policy makers and planners then
realized that economic growth alone
could not solve the problem.
Consequently, many special programmes
were introduced at the end of the "705

and particularly during the '80s. Those
programmes aimed to provide self-
employment and short-term wage
employment e.g. - Food For Work
Programme (1977); Self-Employment
For Educated Unemployed Youths
(1983), National Rural Employment
Programme (1988) and the Integrated
Rural Development Programme 1980).
After the introduction of the New

Economic Policy, the Prime Mini.ster's
Rozgar Yojana Scheme was introduced
on Oct. 2, 1993 and from 1994-95 it

subsumed Self-Employment for the
Educated Unemployed Youth
Programme. In the late '90s the IRDP
and allied programmes were merged into
a single programme called the Swarna
Jayanti Gram Swarojgar Yojana in 1999,
Rural Employment Generation
Programme and Pradhan Mantri Gram
Sadak Yojana were introduced to
generate incremental employment over
the Tenth Plan. All these programmes are
ad interim measures to placate the
mounting dissatisfaction of the joble.ss
wretched people. The very nature of
economic development being the same,
unemployment further increased despite
growth of the economy. During tile
1980s the average growth of GDP was
5.5% and that of employment further
dwindled to 1.8%. While as per the
NSSO survey of 2000 the aggregate
employment growth declined from
2.26% in '83-'93 to 1.01 in '99-2000.

the GDP growth as per the Planning
Commission Report-02, accelerated from



5.2 to6.7% perannum during '83-2000.
Governments, planners and their

economists have long been assuring the
people that thedevelopment andgrowth
ol the manufacturing sector would take
a leading role to solve the problem of
unemployment. But that has already
turned into a fiasco. In 1951 the share
of manufacturing outputin the GDPwas
10% and it has increased to 33% in 1991.
During the .same period the share of the
manutacturing sector inemployment has
grown from 1l%to 16%only(Bhalotra,
'98). The period from '84-'85 to '89-
'90 value added in the organized
manufacturingsectorgrewat 7.2% while
growth of employment was 0.65%. In
the unorganized manufacturing sector it
was even negative (-0.95%). This period
was termed as a period of Jobless'
growth. This has further deteriorated
during the *908 which has been marked
as a celebrated decade of economic

reforms, though the then finance

once again shattered the story. During
1995-96 and 2001 more than I.l

million workers i.e. 15% of workers

in the organized manufacturing
sector lost their jobs. Further, the
PlanningCommission report (May 2002)
gave a disastrous picture of the
employment generating capacity of the
economy. The commission commented,
that it was "declining fast". The report
also pointed out that in the late 1990s
the organized sector reached a state of
"""almost nearjobless growth."

Employment elasticity, which is a
ratio of employment growth to the
growth of value added (output),
continued to decrease from around 0.65

in the 1960s to 0.55% during 1970s and
around 0.38% during the '80s (T. S.
Popla - The Question ofunemployment).
According to the Sahara Times 5/5/04,
the employment elasticityfurtherdeclined
to 0.16% in the post reform period.

The experience of last five decades
Minister assured the parliament that, clearly proves that this very type of
""reforms were aimed at encouraging a
pattern of industrial production which
is labour intensive."'' The old story
(falsehood) is being repeated once again!
The progress report of that assurance

Year

Employment Elasticity
Employment elasticity of
Growth (in percentage)

1960s 0.65

1970s 0.55

198()s 0.38

1993-1999-2000 0.16

economic growth cannot eradicate the
unemployment problem. Even-then, the
Planning Commission, Govts. and their
sycophants and economists are harping
on the same story that economic
growth, irrespective of its character, will
generate employment and solve the
problem in the long run!

Since 1983 the govt. stepped up
investment in the industrial sector and

after implementation of the econorriic
reform prograitime, investment flooded
the organized sector. According to the
National Economic Survey, over the past
five years, about 65% of govt.
investment went to the organized sector.

While due to the dearth of investment
two-thirds of the country's cultivable
area, the vast production resources,
faced a- deplorable condition. The
Planning Commission Special Group on
employment generating growth has noted
that even if the organized sectorgrew at
20% per annum, and the private
organized sector at 30% per annum, their
contribution to total employment would
increase hardly by 1.5 to 2.0% of the
total over the Tenth Plan (Planning
Commission, 2002). This poor
performance of the organized sector
which has failed to generateemployment
in-spite of its growth, has compelled the
Planning Commission to resolve that the
unorganized sector has to be .specially
targeted for generating employment. It
was earlier envisaged in the Second Plan,
which ""aimed at e.xpandingemployment
opportunities of which the bulk was to
beprovided by the unorganized sector.""

National Employment Guarantee:
Another Hoax

All the constituent parlies of the
United Progressive Alliance and
Parliamentary 'Left' parties promised to
provide employment to millions of
unemployed poor. After assuming power
the UPA govt., supported by the so-
called left parties, published their
Common Minimum Programme (CMP).
In this CMP it has been promised that -
""the UP.4 govt. willimmediately enacta
National Employment Guarantee Act.
This will provide a legal guarantee for
at least 100 days ofemployment on as.sei
creating public work programmes every
year at minimum wages for at least one
able-bodiedperson in every rural, urban

Employment Structure and Relative Employment Elasticityof Growth during 1999-2000
Sector Employment (%) Growth Elasticity
Agriculture 59.8 0.01

Mining & Quarrying 0.6 (-)0.41
Manufacturing I2.I 033

Construction 4.4 0.82

Electricity, Gas, Water Supply 0.3 (-)0.52
Trade, Hotels and Restaurant 9.4 0.62

Transport, Storage and Communication 3.7 0.63

Finance, Real Estate. Insurance & 1.3 0.64

Banking Services
Community,Social& PersonalServices 8.4 (-)0.25
Total ^ 100.0 0.16

Source: Tenth Five Year Plan and Economic Survey 2001-02
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poor and lower middle cldss household."

' An'advisory committee!prepared the
draft which was diluted in the National
Rural Employment Guarantee Bill 2004;
introduced inthe LokSabha/It is already;
cited in this article that oarlier gdvts>
introducedmany schemes to providead:
interim' employment' provisions .to thd
rural poor. -This time' bill;:waS'
ihtroducedi. Aftler going through thetext
ofthe biliOne can Realize, that it is? not a
guaranted'schefne, rather a discretioharyj
programme ^similarto previous- ones/ It'
has been stated in the Bill that the Act;
will contmence when the Gehtrali Govt,-
rtiiy' impternent iX'm^t'differentstates^wrdi
diff&rent areas:" An Act with such ia
clause indicates that even theicpurts^
cannot mandate to'bring it into-effect.
According to the Bill-if employment is
not available, unemployment allowance
may be given after 15 days (clause 7)-
This too depends »6n the econornic
SW^Vfes^9fithe;S^^te. If^^
ina position to provide sych,^ll.^w,arice,
it will ,pay OAC-fpurth of the minimum
wage for 30 days and one-half for the
restof theyeztr iintil the.iO().daystarget
is met But this rninimum wage is.npt
linked to,the Mininium ^Vages Act, 1,948,
Section 8(3T,iii states; "Noiwithstnn^in^
anythingcontained in the^ Minimum Wage
Act, J948, the Central Government niay
fix, the rate, at which the. wage shaU fie
paid to the labourers etriployed under the
programme. Proyid.ed that, different
rates niayhe notifiedfor differentareas,
Providedfurther .that, until the central
govt. notifies wage I'utesfor the purpose
of this Act, labourers shall be paid the
statutory minimum wage fixed by the
respective state ^ov^ernnients J^or
agricultural labourers.^^ hgmnfit\( isnot
paid, only a note will be made of suc^i
cases (clause 8). It means another
falsehood - an enacted falsehood!

The definition of'household' imports
a grotesque concept. According to this
concept household potentially consisting
ofseveral families, related by blood who
shares a residence, ration card or kitchen

(clause 2(7)). It means, as soon as any
one member of such a household will

have a job, the unemployment benefit for
the other will stop (clause 7). But here it

doesirtot end. One word has .been

included, before ;the i'^household"' that' is.
'poor'..Officially I'poor.'- indicates;those,
who have the opportunity to include their.
narnes in the BPL Iisf Definitely this iwilJ.
be-UsOd to 'restrict; the eligibility for the:
payment of:unemployment allowances.
A1so there' is no safeguard :against the
exclusion of women; .from. the scheme..
Is; itiiiot algrand raockeiy?. Is it not an-
insult: to a ipoor. housfehold?,In -case of,
absence, even if there is a good cause on
the corrupt programme officer does not
give rpefmission fon absence^; the
unemployment allowanqe; for three;
monthsMwill) be forfeited. Clause 29

empowers the Central. Govt. to .cbangcj
the Statue after simply informing
Parliament. It is proposed in the Bill that
the Centeriwill provide the wage, some;
of the administrative costs and :lhree-

fourths of the material cost. Then the

State will have to pay the unemployment
allowance. It has no guaranteed fund!
This;'dearly expresses; how sound-the.
scheme/is!.. - •

- The Governments' own estimations

is' that the ^scheme, would cost: at least;

Rs.2i5:,000: cr.ores per annum,, as per
another, estimation it would be at least

Uround Rs. 45,000. crores per, annum;
In .the current Central Budget proposal
Rs. 5,400 crores has been allocated to
the National Food foriWOrk-Programme,
Und 50: lakh tones Of food grains. It
comes to Rsd 1,000 crores, comprising
cash and: food grains. It, is ifar. short of
the amount necessary to implement the:
scheme.: Even the other. employment
programmes, : SGRY, has / been
downsited to Rs.3,600'cro.res; 11. is clean

that the govt. is planning to allocate even
, this Vr^aii' amount as '̂tWe cosf orotHei*
employment programmes. Ifis aplahhe^
deception,' thus, the National
Employment Guarantee Bill 2004,which
excluded not only the urban unernployed,

,, but also introducing the word/poor'
before the 'household' further narrowed
•the target. Now the target is those who
have managed to include their name in
the BPL list. The definition of family
further reduces the number of persons

:;who can place their claim for
employment. Numfbef Of days, wi 11 be
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only 100 days. The Goyl, can fix the
wage raleaccording to their whims - to
follow a norm is not necessary. The
duration of the work will depend on the
whimsiof the government. The arca of
implementation will also bedecided by
the govt. The Bill guaranteed the govt.
tOiiimplement/the i.schcme itccording. to
its wh im s instead .0f. g ua ran ty ing
employment , even to. the . rural
unemployed throughout the country. It
is rtow>.restricted .to ,150 poor districts,
out of a Itotal .of 593. W.hal 'Ihu c is
necessary to make; a farce and to insult
the mil lions of rural unemployed? ,

This rs the vyayjhey are trying to give
a 'human face' to, these inhiimcin brutal
exploitative policies.,Policies thatserves
thC: interest of the indigenous ruling-
exploitating classes ,and.imperialists. It
iS'.nothing but another cunning plot, to
lurethepeople andcreate illusions amopg
them.: The UPA govt. like all previous
gQVts. ensure the eontinuity of the
persisting: economic system which
breedsjoblessness and deprives millions
of people of their food, and 1ivelihood.

The Ecoinoniic System that Breeds
Uhemploymeht

This sc9efe uncrriployment problern
is the outcome .of thCj pcpisting
exploitative ecoridmic systerni which is
abjectly dependent on the world
imperialist economic system. Itoperates
to serve the interest of the imperialist
forces as well as indigenous exploitating
classes that, act as agents p,f the
imperialist forces to have a share of the
imperialist booty. Consequently, despite
some changes, low asset based
subsistence cultivation still predominates

, t|ie rural.;eeoqprqyv Landless and poor
peasants with great tenacity continue
cultivation even if that is uneconomic and
non-viable. A small plot of owned or
rented land they have, and.that is the only
means of livlihood. Had there been

secured employment'opportunities, many
of themi would' have' abandoned

cultivation. Diie to this low-asset based

subsi.stenceculfivatibd the big landlords/
landowners, usurers, hoarders, agri-
input sellers (most of the Cases same
person) persist in their inhuman



exploitation. Following the dictates of
imperialist's capital intensive cultivation
has been introduced keeping ihc land
relations intact, rendering more and
more joblessness throughout rural India.
The MNCs controlled agro-industries and
various forms of contract fanning have
been operating with the promise ofa rosy
future. This will further increase
joblessness. Moreover, complete
exposure of the agri-market to the world
agri-market, controlled by few MNCs.
has devastated the rural economy. The
industrial sector, particularly, manufac
turing, has developed in such a way as
to cater to the needs of the imperialist
forces. The indigenous big bourgeoisie
iscompletelydependenton the imperialist
economy. In the name of collaboration,
cooperation and assi.stance. aid, grant for
develophient of the economy the
imperialist forces shifted the burden of
their crisis onto the shouldcrs of this
country's people. The indirstrial sector
has developed absorbing obsolete know-
how, technology, machinery with the
restriction of production of spare-parts
necessai7 for machinery, processed raw-
materials etc. etc. Through this process,
on the one hand, the imperialists have
tightened their grip on the economy, on
the other a top heavy lopsided industrial
sector has developed, which is a capital
intensive, labour-saving one. Consequ
ently. it cannotgeneratethe much needed
employment.

Alongwith the deepeningcrisis ofthe
world imperialist economy, the
imperialistforces have introducedcrises
management measures (known as
globalization). These entail the
curtailment of all social securities and

hard earned democratic rights of
workers, expansion of the market,
breaking all sort of barriers and ever-
increasing control over the wealth and
cheap labour resources of backward
countries. The indigenous ruling classes
and'their govt., in response to the
globalization programme, adopted an
'economic reform' programme. This
programme has been initiated to
restructure the economy at the dictates
of the imperial i.st controlled IMF, World

Bank, WTO. Consequently all sectors of
the economy had been opened up for
reckless plunder ofthe imperialist forces,
i.e. MNCs. This programme has
intensified the persi.sting crisis in the
economic system. The perennial
employment problem too has further
intensiliedalong withthe implementation
of this programme. While millions of
jobless people are moving to different
parts of the country in search of work
the employers are enjoying the right of
retrenchment in various forms, lookouts,
layoff, flexibility of labour deployment
i.e. hire and fire, close-up even without
paying dues, curtailment of social
securities, downsizing the units,
deployment ofunskilled contract labour.

, curtailment of all democratic rights of
the employees/workers etc. etc. As an
inevitable outcome of these policies a
large numberofworkers and employees
have been ousted further swelling the
number ofjobless people.

This is a natural outcome of the

existing economic system. Throughout
the last five decades the ruling classes
and their govts. have been following such
economic policies as to serve their
interests and that of imperialism. This
economic system opposes the very
interest of the people and the country.
This system engenders joblessness,
impoverishment and hunger, it cannot
solve its own created problems and
crisis. At best it can provide ad interim
reliefs to keep the people's dissatisfaction
within a manageable limits. People need
such economic development which
can solve their problems. This
economic system cannot do that.

The unemployment problem can only
be .solved with the establishment of an
alternative economic system. An
economic system that can unleash va.st
economicpotentialities ofthecountiy for
the well being of the people. The first
step towards this goal is the equal
distribution of the social assets in rural

India. This will provide jobs to the
unemployed and underemployed to a
considerable extent and help increase the
purchasing power, which boosts
demands for basic goods. The market
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for basic goods, to start with, will
expand, and in re.spon.se to such market,
small industries with labour intensive

techniques of production will develop.
While these sort of industries will meet

the market demand, it will akso offer

employment. As the basis of this
development is an indigenous grass-root
market, it will be a .stable one. And the
employment"provisions it otters will be
the most guaranteed form ofemployment
over the long term. The unsatisfied need
of the vast rural poor, having employ
ment so the purchasing power thereof
can be increased, which will further
develop the market of necessary
commodities. Based on the home market

growth ofthe economy, employment will
continue to develop. This will ensure free
and independent growth ofthe economy.
The country will have a self-reliant
economy and will be able to fight back
joblessness.

The ruling-exploiting classes - big
landlord/landowners and the monopoly
bourgeoisie are not only opposed to this
alternative economic system but also put
their state machinery to come down on
any such struggle/movement with the aim
of establishing a self-reliant economy.
The principal task of the state, an
embodiment of ruling class violence, is
to save the existing system and ensure
its smooth running. When the political
parties ofthe ruling classes fail to distract
the people who are advancing towards
that goal, the state machineiy begins to
suppress those movement/struggles
re.sorting to violence.

What should the millions of jobless
people do? Do they continue to be duped
by the ruling parties, and slowly advance
towards death? Or do they go ahead with
the demand of a self-reliant economy,

unite to develop a massive mighty
struggles to achieve the goal despitestate
violence? This is one of the burning
issues of the day. Of-course, it is a
political issue. Right tojob. Right to food.
Right to live - are fundamental
democratic rights. Peoplemustmobilize
under the party which can lead them to
achieve the goal-. 13@
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Bis Robbery of India's Mineral Wealth
Rob all! Loot all! Take all! That is

the new mantra of the chiefs of the

South Block and the well known agents
ofthe imperialists — Manmohan Singh,
Montek Singh Ahluwalia,
Chidambaram, et al. There is not a
single part of the country's natural
wealth that is not up for sale, either
directly or through collaboration with the
Indian compradors. Not only India's
mineral wealth, but also its water,
electricity, genetic wealth, flowers,
fruits and even its yogic exercises are
up for sale. In this article we shall just
look at the latest steps taken to sell some
of the mineral wealth of the country;
others will be dealt with later.

Great Oil Rush

Without the direct privatization of
the main oil majors, against which there
has been much resistance, the

government is allowing the international
oil majors into new fields — either
directly or in collaboration. In fact in
Assam there was an entire state bandh

against the handing over of an ONGC
oil field to a Canadian company. The
Amguri Oil Field inSibsagar district was
given over to the company Canaro
Resource Limited.

Besides this the US giant Chevron
Texaco plans to come into the country
in direct collaboration with the highly
profitable ONGC. Shell too plans a
major entry into the country.

Worse still has been the recent

handing over of numerous new
exploration fields to foreignTNCs. BP
(UK), Petronas (Malaysia), Hunt Oil
(UK), Caim Energy (UK), British Gas
are amongst the 26 foreign oil
companies that have bid for the 20 new
exploration fields.

Besides this the USA is trying its
best to sabotage to pipe-line project
from Iran and replace it with high cost
LNG gas supplied by US companies in
the Middle East through US ships. It is
with this perspective that they seek to
re-start Enron and build the planned
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huge 2.5 million tonne gas terminal.

Coal De-nationalisation

Manmohan Singh has openly said
that the next major reform that is to be
urgently pushed through is in the coal
sector. He has threatened that this will

take place in the very next monsoon
session of parliament. India has a
gigantic 91 billion tones of proven
reserves, including 15 billion tones of
the high quality coking coke. Yet, since
the last few years, the country is facing
a shortage and has been importing coal
at a huge cost from Australia.

An atmosphere is being
systematically built for the privatization
of the coal industry saying that coal
shortage will be 55 million tones by
2005-06. NTPC, the major consumer
of coal, has already threatened to
import large amounts for its power
plants. Many new coal fields are not
being started, expecting the new policy
to come soon. In a criminal waste of

the country's natural wealth the richest
coking coal deposits at Jharia (near
Dhanbad) have been on fire for over a
decade now; yet the country has been
importing coking coal from Au.stralia.

.Already the CIL (Coal India Ltd) is
seeking global bids for mining leases of
the 3 latest blocks in the Mahanadi

coalfields. The mines at

Bhubanedshwari, Kaniha and Kulda
will give 24 million tones ofhigh-grade
coal annually, giving gigantic profits to
the imperialist investor. In the eastern
zone already 148 blocks have been
given over to the private sector.

In this monsoon session of

parliament a private coal-mining bill will
be introduced which will replace the
Coal Mines (Nationalisation) Act, 1973.

The Take-over of India's iron Ore

& Steel

A massive scheme is underway to
sell off the rich iron ore deposits to the
imperialists. This sale will take place
through direct export ofthe ore and also
in the form ofthe final product—steel.
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Orissa has particularly become the hub
for this sell out. given the rich iron ore
resources of the area. Here the pro-
BJP State government and the
Congress/CPM government al the
Centre are functioning in total
collaboration. This is a part of an
international trend where the

Imperialists are shutting down their
steel plants in their countries due to the
high costs and the drop in iron ore
reserves and shifting their projects to
low cost countries.

Chhathisgarh has also been targeted
for its rich iron ore deposits, but due to
the vehement opposition of the local
tribals led by the CPl(Maoi.sts) it is not
on the immediate plans. Here, the
tribals, who were earlier enticed into

accepting such projects in the name of
'development', have witnessed a
pathetic plight at the iron ore mines of
Bailladilla where the ore is exported
direct to Japan. They lost their lands,
got little compensation, were given only
menial jobs at very low wages and their
women and young girls were sexually
abused on a massive scale by the
contractor/officer/official class. All

their rivers and streams in the vicinily
too have been now polluted by the waste
from the mines. For example, the Talper
River is deep red in colour. The tribals
have leamt a bitter lesson from this .so-

called developmental project. They
quite obviously oppose any similar
project in Chhattisgarh.

The Orissa government is already
negotiating deals for 25 steel plants and
ten more are in the offing. This includes
the biggest ever foreign deal in Indian
history with the Australian/South
Korean consortium linked to Posco.

Posco, a,South Korean company, is now
the largest steel manufacturer in the
world. The present deal, in collaboration
with the Australian giant BHP Billiton.
is for a huge $10 billion — the largest
earlier foreign deal was the Dabhol
Power Plant with Enron. This MoU



(Memorandum of Understanding)
allows the company to rob one billion
tones of Indian iron ore over a period
of30 years — 600 million tones in the
form of steel and 400 million tones in

the form of raw iron ore. Not only is
the Orissa Chief Minister directly
involved in pushing this project, though
there is opposition from many quarters,
but also the very Prime Minister himself
and even the head of the Planning
Commission have been directly
involved. One can imagine the extent
of the displacement of the local
population with such huge projects
already lined up. Already there is an
ongoing struggle of the local tribals
against the aluminum plants coming up
in Kashipur district. No wonder the
Orissa government has brought in huge
numbers ofpara-military forces, many
ofwhom have been trained in counter-

insurgency in Andhra Pradesh

Cement Industry Fast Passing into
Foreign Hands

The cement industiy has virtually
already passed into the hands of the
giant TNCs, particularly three of the
largest — the Swiss giant, Holcim, the
French giant, Lafarge and the Italian
company Italcementi. Lafarge has
taken over much of the Eastern belt of

cement plants. Holcim now has a
controlling stake in the biggest cement
company, Tata's ACC and also 67%
share in Ambuja Cement India Ltd.
Thereby the total production ofcement
in India by Holcim will be a massive 27
million tones. ACC has now also

appointed a foreigner as CEO to head
the company.

Besides these giants PIIs have also
been swallowing up huge amounts of
shares in the cement industry. The three
major investment bankers that have
been most aggressive in this sphere are
the US's Morgan Stanley, the UK's

Company Name Flls Share of holding as Percentage of
Total Sharehoding

March 05 March 04

Gujarat Ambuja 32.3 21.7

Grasim -23.7 20

UltraTech Cem (earlier L&T) 7.4 3.6

India Cement 9 7.3

Shree Cement 3.5 0.3

Kesoram Cement (Birla) 4.7 2

Dalmia Cement 22.3 22.3

HSBC and the Singapore Government,
.lust in the last year their investments
have gone up drastically as indicated
by the chart below.

The interest in cement is not

surprising as there is huge demand
given the massive plans for road
development and also the big invest
ments in real estate. Not surprisingly
the profits of these .companies have
been booming. For example, ACC,
which had been making losses for many
years, saw its net profits jump by a huge
81 % in the year 2004-05.

Conclusion

This is only the beginning. It must
not be forgotten that at one time the
nationalization ofIndian industry,as per
the Bombay Plan (otherwise known as
the Tata-Birla Plan) was done at a time
which required large capital with low
returns — the aim being to provide big
industries raw materials cheap and use
the people's tax money for business
interests. Today with vast sums of
international finance available-without

much outlet (due to the crisis) the
situation has changed and every
commodity is being swallowed up in
order to absorb their surplus capital and
generate super profits for their business
empires. So, in all the backward
countries ofthe world, including India,
not a commodity is being left untouched.
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Rise of the New Power in Jharkhand
\Report based on discussions with ieading members ofthe KKC, Company. Platoon, etc all members ofthe CP! (Maoist)]

— Subhash

Compared to the mafia rule of the
past the new power emerging in many
parts ofJharkhand is like a paradise for
the poor and oppressed of the region.
Earlier they were looted by one and all
— the landlords, the contractors, the

Mahajans (moneylenders), the police,
the government officials and even the
petty traders. Already poverty stricken
due to a lack of land or gainful
employment, this loot would break the
backs of the poor. When the MCC!
[now CPI(Maoist) first entered the
area we visited — now under the

North Chota Nagpur Zonal Committee
of the Party — the place was a haven
for not only the above exploiters but
also for criiliinal g^ngs and mafia. The
districts under this Committee comprise
Girdhi, Hazaribagh, and parts of
Dhanbad, Koderma, Chatra, Dumka.

Initially the main struggles were for
the confiscation ofthe crop on the land
of the poor peasants seized by the
mahajans and also against the forest
department and big moneylenders. It
was 1990 when Com. A, now a Zonal
Committee Member had just joined the
movement.

He recounted: '"thece was terror

in the Gumia region by the
Raghunandan Sah (RS) mafia.
Earlier they had killed Jivla Malito
(Doctor) and woitld terrorise all

activists of the mass organisation
and the Party. They got many
arrested and would actively defame
the Party, hi this gang RS belonged
to the Congress and his right hand.
Hafiz Mia, was linked with A.K.Roy's
organisation. Finally the then MCC
annihilated RS in 1990 and HM in

1991. This silenced the gang and if
was only then that our organisation
could gro\\.

"Also the Gumia region was run
like a fiefdom by the notorious
landlord, Bhim Singh. He was a
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terror in the region. So. for example,
if someone did hot greet him when
he entered the village he would be
tied to a horse and dragged around.
When we mobilised against him, he
first ran away. Then he came back.
He was tried in a people's court and
taken around ten villages on a
buffalo. Later^he had a heart attack
and died. Large numbers of guns
were seized form the landlords.

"But after 1992 it was the CPM
and the Liberation who jointly
sought to crush the growing
influence of the movement. They
widely spread rumours that the MCC
was involved in raping, robbing, etc.
They also took a very aggressive
attitude of destroying sympathizers
houses and informing the police. In
1995 the Liberation killed our main

activist in the Konar Dam area and

captured those villages. They had
acted similarly in the Bokhara
Thermal area. Around that time we

took a march to Jhumra hill. 10,000

people took part. The Liberation and
the police were lying in wait. They
shouted slogans to destroy the MCC.
They were warned not to advance,
hut they continued to e.xplode bombs
and were firing. Then we counter
attacked with bows and arrows.

Many were injured and one was
killed. They fled. Only after the
organisation was able to spread and
KKCs were formed in village after
village.

"By 2001 state repression had
increased phenomenally. But, now
none of the original niajla/landlord/
govt. official combine exists in the
area and the loot has basically
stopped. Forests are in the hands of
the KKC. The landlords have fled
and the smaller ones have

surrendered to the party. The
Mahajans are also gone, mostly to
the urban areas. But now began the
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regular battles with the police. The

last four years has seen the.se battles
intensify. Raids on the police stations
for weapons became neces.sary and
ambushes were conducted to stop the
police offensive. Besides the regular
forces of the people's army, militias
were built in all the villages. The
police are taking the lumpen youth
ad making them informers and even
recruiting them.'"

It is only through such intense
struggles the new power is beginning
to emerge in this area. Today, all
activities in the village are decided by
the KKC. All disputes are settled in
people's courts. Besides this, in mo.st
villages mass organisations have been
built ofthe women, youth and students,
workers, cultural organisation, etc. As
com S (Zonal Committee Member and
Platoon Commissar) added "soon the

organisational form of the new
power will take birth in the form of
the RFC — Revolutionary People's
Committees. These will have in them

members of the mass organisations
as well as the KKC, At present there
is an informal coordination between
the mass organisations and the
KKC.'''' Since a number of years all
disputes are settled in the people's
courts. First a meeting of the villagers
is called and the problem is presented
by the KKC. Then both parties present
their view-point. Then the public is
asked to give their views. Then the
KKC generally gives the judgment,
con.sidering all the views presented. No
one goes to the police or the courts.

The mass organisations have
mobilised the people to better their Iiving
conditions. The women's organisation
extensively propagate against patriar
chy and punishes the culprits. Both the
women and cultural organisation
propagates against age-old super
stitions. The cultural body also
performs songs, dance and plays to



Emerging Sprouts ofnew peoples power
educate the masses on basic issues,
including health and hygine. The poor
have been organised to fight for in
creased wages for tendu-leaf picking.
A decade back it was Rs. 2 per 1000;
each year it slowly increased. Now it
is Rs.45, while in areas where the or
ganisation is not there it is still Rs.28.
Many agricultural labourers and poor
peasants now have land, confiscated
from the landlords orthe government's
vacant land.

Since the last couple ofyears as the
new power is being consolidated the
KKC has begun to take up develop
mental works.

Much earlier on confiscated lands
orchards have been planted and the
fruits are distributed to the people.
Through shramdan (voluntary labour)
wells and canals are being dug. Inone
areanine wells havebeen dugandone

Continued from back cover

murder, they have given themselves the
license to kill more and more. In their
greed for profits they maim, murder,
butcher, torture and kill at random. Yet
they ai-e not only not punished they are
seen as the very pillars of this civiliza
tion and havethe audacityto condemn
othersof threatening their 'great' civi
lization.

The Muslim terrorists know noth
ing better than such actions as they
neither understand the cause for the
atrocities nor the solution out of it. The
communists who know the answers are
nowhere to be seen as a significant
force. The setback in the communist
movement worldwide and the bad name
given to communism by the revision
ists has resulted inpeople turning to any
other alternative. Many a communist
party have existed in these areas but
are nowhere in the battle, some have
turned downright reactionary.

tank. In another area 7 wells, 8 tanks
and one check dam have been built.

Also cooperative farming ahs been
started in a couple of villages — this
will not only raise productivity, but will
help induce the spirit ofcommunity liv
ing. The KKC distributes widely anti-
malaria tablets and propagates widely
on the need to boil drinking water and
other aspects ofhygiene. Since the last
two years the KKC took a 15-day
cleanliness campaign —they removed
the rubbish from the paths, put bleach
ing powder in the wells, distributed tab
lets and boiled the water in people's
houses.

Also in the summerthe KKC takes
up building houses for the poor throush
shramdan. In oneareasofar 18 houses
have been built.

The KKC has also begun some
schools where the teachers payment is

So, with no countervailing force to
the imperialists the people are turning
to religion as their ideological tool to
fight, and ten'orism as their method.
This, ofcourse hasnofuture. Theirter
rorist methods ofblasting bombs inthe
public arecounter-productive. Itkills
innocents instead ofhitting atthe per
petrators of evil. Soft targets may be
aneasymilitaiy option, butit isnosolu
tion. Just becauseinnocents arekilled
by US/British bombs and called collat
eraldamage, it doesnotmean thatre
taliation should be in the same vein.
Possibly a number of the55 killed in
London would themselves have partici
pated in the huge anti-war demons
tration inthe same city. Itisindeed sad
that they should now be the victims.

Besides, such actions are also po
litically counter-productive. It only gives
an opportunity to the fascists and rac
ists to fui ther enhance their mass ap
peal inciting the whites against the

raised from the students and the KKC

gives a subsidy. In one area six schools
are being run.

The funds of the KKC comes basi

cally from (i) 25% of the produce on
land confiscated from the landlord, (ii)
fishrearinginpondsand lakes,(iii)spe
cial fund collection drives.

These then are some elements of

the new power emerging in the guer
rilla zones of Jharkhand under the lead

ership of the CPI(Maoist) Party. The
government tries to portray the Mao
ists as terrorists when, until now. what
theruralpoorhavefaced is nothing but
the terror of the establishment and ex
cruciating poverty. It is with the entry
of the Maoists that they have been able
to get a whiff of freedom from not only
their oppressors, but also age-old su
perstitions and degenerate customs. It
is this alone that is the hope for a new
really democratic India.

Muslims andAsians. Already oneMus
lim has been killed in London and a
number of Asians attacked all over

Britain. Instead ofuniting all against the
war itwill only act todivide the people.
Of course, if the.communists had been
there in theforefront tofight stateter
ror, the Muslims and other affected
people would have a real alternative in
this fight forjustice.

Yet, notwithstanding the wrong
methods used it must be strongly as
serted that it is the Blairs, Bushes and
their gangsters that are the real crimi
nals responsible for the death of the
innocent Londoners as theyarefor the
innocent Iraqis, Palestinians, Afghanis,
etc.The lifeof a whiteis nomorepre
cious than that ofArabs. Asians. Afri
cans, Latinos, etc!! People's March
mourns the death of all those killed in
the London Bomb blast, as it does of
the lakhs killed in Iraq, Palestine, Af
ghanistan and elsewhere.

Fight US/British Imperialist Wars !
Through People s Wars, not Terorrist Actions !
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People's March Strongly Condemns the Massacre of Maoists in Turkey
Between Thursday 16'" June and

Friday the 17'" June 2005 the fas
ciststate inTui-key cold bloodedly killed
17 Maoists of the Maoist Communist
Party and injured three others, in
Mercan, a region of Dersim in Tur
key-Kurdistan. Those martyred in
clude six members of the Central
Committee of the MCP, including

its general secretary. It was stated
that they started the attack during the
'Expandedmeeting of the MCPCen-
ti-alCommittee'. At first the state didn't

makeanystatement about this,thenthe
news was shown on television that 17

2uerilla's were murdered and 3 three
injured and held by the state, who
refuses to announce their names. The

names of the martyred are:
Comrades Cafer Cangbz (MCP CC
member), Aydyn Hanbayat (MCP CC
member), Ali Riza Sabur (MCP CC
member), Cemal ^akmak (MCP
CC.member), OkkeJj KaraoClu (MCP
CC.member), GulnazYyldyz (MCPCC
member), Okan Unsal (Conference
Security Unity Commander), Bema
Unsal, AlaattinAtaj), Kenan Qakycy,
TaylanYyIdyz, "^rahim Akdeniz, Binali

Giiler, Dursun Turgut, Ahmet Bektal? pie's armies TIKKO (which is under
theleadership oftheotherMaoist Paily
inTurkey, the TKP/ML) and the PLA
(People's Liberation Army led by the
MCP)especially inDersim in Turkey-
Kurdistan. The MCP lost more then
20 guerillas. The Communist Party
from Turkey / Marxist Leninist
(TKP/ML) also lost three of theirgue
rillas, Comrades Cafer Kara, Al^kyn
Giinel and Mtiharem Yiditsoy during
these encounters in Dersim. Through
the whole winter there were many op
erations all overTurkey-Kurdistan in
cluding Dersim Fymak,Van andMuj).
In Hakari many guerillas of the PKK
were also murdered.

People's March strongly con
demns these massacres in Turkey and
calls on the people of India to mourn
the death of these heroic martyrs of
Turkey and strongly register theirpro
test against the Turkish government.
We extend our deepest sympathies to
the Maoi.st Parlies, the families of the.

bereaved and people of Turkey for the
loss of their slain brothers. We shall al

ways stand firmly in solidaiity withthe
people of Turkey in their heroic battle
asainst their fascist state.

,Cagdas Can ve Ersin Kantar.
Funerals were held for the maityred

guerillas, whose mutilated bodies have
been released from state mortuaries.
Photographs of the bodies of themar
tyrs clearly indicate that the military

counter-terrorist troops tortured the
militants and then killed them.

The Maoist Communist Party

was formed in November 2003; earlier

it used to be called the TKP(ML). This
attack is iiutliiiig but a continuafion of
the massive repression unleashed on
theMaoists of Turkey, particularlysince
last winter. Last winter there were

many encounters between military
forces of the fascist state and the Peo-

Blair & His Gang Responsible for the Attacks on London
On July 7'" in synchronsied attacks Butwhatwoulddrivea young Mus-

on Londonover55 people werekilled Hm British youthof a rriere 19 years to
and hundreds injured, some of them become a suicide bomber. The hoiTors
seriously. Three blasts took place at
different places in London's under
ground railway and one on a bus. All
four attacks were by suicide bombers.
They were lateridentifiedby the closed
circuit cameras that continuously watch
over the stations when four persons
carryingbags on their back were iden
tified at Kings Cross station. The four
are thenreportedto haveseparatedand
moved in different oirections. All were

said to be Muslims citizens of Britain

of Pakistani origin.

of Iraq, the brutalities of Palestine, the
atrocities ofAfghanistan and the con
tinuing ten'or threats by US and their
British and other allies is at the root

causeof people's anger. In Iraqnearly
a million people, mostly women and
children have been silently killed by
sanctions. And now in the two years of
theIraqwaranotherone lakhhavebeen
killed. Over a decade of inhuman bru

tality!! Palestine has faced more for
even longer.Thrown out of their own
homesby the imperialistsandtheirZi

onist allies they are virtual prisoners in
their own land for over half a century.
They have been mercilessly butchered
by the IsraeliZionists,backed by their
US/British allies. These are only the tip
of the extent of brutalities by the impe
rialists. Added to this, British Asians,

particularly Muslimshave to face con
tinuous racist attacks and discrimina

tion, not only by the fascist organisa
tions but also the arms of the state. They
preachhatredand turn the whitepopu
lation against these people. Yet, these
marauders not only get away with

Continued at page 27
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